
No. Anti-semitic expression English translation Description of the statement 

1 americkožidovské banky American-Jewish banks Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling 
world economy.

2 havloidní Židovka Havel-id (Havel-like) Jew Insidious anti-Semitic swearing. Hate 
speech against former US Secretary of 
State Madeleine Albright who was a close 
friend of Václav Havel

3 hloupá Židovka stupid Jew Insidious anti-Semitic swearing. 

4 lžidoliberálové Lie-Judeo-Liberals An imaginative phrase, combination of 
words denoting lie, Jew and liberalism. It is 
based on a conspiracy theory that states 
that processes of globalization and 
liberalism in general are a threat to the 
nation. 

5 lŽiDOliberodemagokracie Lie-Judeo-Liberal-Demagogue-Cracy An imaginative phrase, combination of 
words denoting lie, Jew and liberalism. It is 
based on a conspiracy theory that states 
that processes of globalization and 
liberalism in general are a threat to the 
nation. 

6 prožidomassonsky kurvy pro-Judeo-Masonic whores Insult based on the anti-Semitic and 
antimasonic conspiracy theory involving an 
alleged secret coalition of Jews and 
Masons.

7 Rothschildův slouha Rothschild's servant Designation of a person that is allegedly 
controlled by Rothschilds family. 

8 Rothschildův kůň Rothschild's horse Designation of a person that is allegedly 
controlled by Rothschilds family. 

9 Rothschildova loutka Rothschild's marionette Designation of a person that is allegedly 
controlled by Rothschilds family. 

10 Rothschildův tajtrlík Rothschild's clown Designation of a person that is allegedly 
controlled by Rothschilds family. 

11 Sorosholka Soros-girl Designation of a person that is allegedly 
controlled by George Soros. 



12 SorosJugend Soros-youth Designation of a person, group of persons 
or an organisation who are allegedly Jews 
or are paid by Jews, in this case by George 
Soros who controls senior figures and 
institutions in the EU and particular V4 
countries whose aim is to. According to 
some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 

13 Sorosova antifa Soros's Antifa Designation of a person, group of persons 
or an organisation who are allegedly Jews 
or are paid by Jews, in this case by George 
Soros who controls senior figures and 
institutions in the EU and particular V4 
countries whose aim is to. According to 
some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 

14 Sorosova mládež Soros-youth Designation of a person, group of persons 
or an organisation who are allegedly Jews 
or are paid by Jews, in this case by George 
Soros who controls senior figures and 
institutions in the EU and particular V4 
countries whose aim is to. According to 
some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 

15 Sorosovčíci Soros's folks Designation of a person, group of persons 
or an organisation who are allegedly Jews 
or are paid by Jews, in this case by George 
Soros who controls senior figures and 
institutions in the EU and particular V4 
countries whose aim is to. According to 
some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 



16 Sorosovi agenti Soros-agents Designation of a person, group of persons 
or an organisation who are allegedly Jews 
or are paid by Jews, in this case by George 
Soros who controls senior figures and 
institutions in the EU and particular V4 
countries whose aim is to. According to 
some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 

17 Sorosovi otroci Soros-slaves Designation of a person, group of persons 
or an organisation who are allegedly Jews 
or are paid by Jews, in this case by George 
Soros who controls senior figures and 
institutions in the EU and particular V4 
countries whose aim is to. According to 
some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 

18 Sorosovi panáčkové Soros-dolls Designation of a person, group of persons 
or an organisation who are allegedly Jews 
or are paid by Jews, in this case by George 
Soros who controls senior figures and 
institutions in the EU and particular V4 
countries whose aim is to. According to 
some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 

19 Sorosovi svazáci Soros's communist youth Svazáci means the Members of the 
Communist youth organisation 
(Czechoslovak Socialist Union of Youth) 
before 1989. Today, a designation of agile 
and active member of the organisation. 

20 Sorosovi vazalové Soros-vassal Designation of a person, group of persons 
or an organisation who are allegedly Jews 
or are paid by Jews, in this case by George 
Soros who controls senior figures and 
institutions in the EU and particular V4 
countries whose aim is to. According to 
some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 



21 Sorosovo komando Soros's commando Designation of a  group of persons or an 
organisation who are allegedly Jews or are 
paid by Jews, in this case by George Soros 
who controls senior figures and institutions 
in the EU and particular V4 countries 
whose aim is to. According to some 
conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 

22 Sorosovy děti Soros-children Designation of a person, group of persons 
or an organisation who are allegedly Jews 
or are paid by Jews, in this case by George 
Soros who controls senior figures and 
institutions in the EU and particular V4 
countries whose aim is to. According to 
some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 

23 Sorosovy neziskovky Soros's NGOs Designation of organisations who are 
allegedly Jews or are paid by Jews, in this 
case by George Soros who controls senior 
figures and institutions in the EU and 
particular V4 countries whose aim is to. 
According to some conspiracy theories, 
Soros seeks to “Muslimise” Europe, 
destabilise the particular country by 
supporting opposition leaders / political 
parties, local NGOs etc. 

24 Sorosovy ovce Soros-sheep Designation of a person, group of persons 
or an organisation who are allegedly Jews 
or are paid by Jews, in this case by George 
Soros who controls senior figures and 
institutions in the EU and particular V4 
countries whose aim is to. According to 
some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the 
particular country by supporting opposition 
leaders / political parties, local NGOs etc. 

25 Sorosovy sojky Soros-squealers It is a term for investigative journalists who 
uncover, for example, corruption scandals 
in high politics. These people are 
supposedly instructed and paid by Soros.

26 Soroška A Soros female Designation of a person that is allegedly 
controlled/paid by George Soros. 



27 Sorošova loutka Soros-marionette Designation of a person that is allegedly 
controlled by George Soros. 

28 Sorošova matrace Soros's mattress Designation of a person that is allegedly 
controlled by George Soros. 

29 Sorošova media Soros's media Media that is supposedly controlled or 
sponsored by G. Soros and which aim to 
destabilize the country, spread 
misinformation, etc.

30 Sorošova nána Soros-bimbo Designation of a person that is allegedly 
controlled by George Soros. 

31 sorošpussynka Soros-pussy Derogatory labeling of Czech journalists.

32 Sorošsynkové Soros-sons Designation of a person that is allegedly 
controlled by George Soros. 

33 židák Kike (US), Yid (UK) Contemtuous term used to refer to a 
person of Jewish religion or descent. It can 
be based on both the motives of hatred 
and traditional anti-Semitic stereotypes.

34 žido diktatura Judeo-dictatorship Manifestation of the belief that Jews are 
controlling the state, economy, media etc. 

35 žido opičárna Jewish monkey business Fraud caused by mysterious forces in the 
background, such as the Jews.

36 židobolševická EU Judeo–Bolshevist EU Manifestation of the conspiracy theory of 
Jewish Communism that alleges that Jews 
have dominated the Communist 
movements in the world, and until today 
control world politics. 

37 židobolševická kampaň Judeo–Bolshevist campaign Manifestation of the conspiracy theory of 
Jewish Communism that alleges that Jews 
have dominated the Communist 
movements in the world, and until today 
control world politics. 

38 židobolševičtínáckové Judeo–Bolshevik Nazis Manifestation of the conspiracy theory of 
Jewish Communism that alleges that Jews 
have dominated the Communist 
movements in the world, and until today 
control world politics. 

39 židobolševik Judeo-Bolshevik Manifestation of the conspiracy theory of 
Jewish Communism that alleges that Jews 
have dominated the Communist 
movements in the world, and until today 
control world politics. 

40 židoestébáci Jewish StB agents Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling 
world economy, politics and other 
institutions. 



41 židofilové Judeophile Swearing at people who show postitive 
attitudes towards Jews or the State of 
Israel.

42 židoiluminácká mafie Jewish Illuminati mafia Reflections on or various references to anti-
Semitic and antimasonic conspiracy theory 
involving an alleged secret coalition of 
Jews and Masons.

43 židoiluminácký systém Jewish Illuminati systém Reflections on or various references to anti-
Semitic and antimasonic conspiracy theory 
involving an alleged secret coalition of 
Jews and Masons.

44 žido-iluminátští zaprodanci Jewish Illuminati "sellouts" Reflections on or various references to anti-
Semitic and antimasonic conspiracy theory 
involving an alleged secret coalition of 
Jews and Masons.

45 židointeligence Jewish intelligentsia Anti-Semitic swearing.

46 židoještěři Jewish reptilians Reflections on or various references to anti-
Semitic and Reptilian conspiracy theory. 

47 židokapitalistický systém Judeo-capitalist system Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling 
world economy, politics and other 
institutions. 

48 židokracie Judeocracy Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling 
world economy, politics and other 
institutions. 

49 židomárkety Jewish markets Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling 
world economy, politics and other 
institutions. 

50 židomrdky Judeo-fucker Insidious anti-Semitic swearing.

51 židoNATOkšeftíčky Judeo-NATO-fiddles/business Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling 
world economy, politics and other 
institutions, including army. 

52 ŽidoNATOprotektorát JudeoNATOprotectorate Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling 
world economy, politics and other 
institutions. 

53 žido-party Jewish party Designation of any event allegedly 
organized by people connected to the Jews 
(including G. Soros) or Jewish 
organisations. 

54 židopochva Judeo-vagina Insidious anti-Semitic swearing.

55 židoprase Judeo-swine Insidious anti-Semitic swearing.
56 židoprotektorát Judeo-protectorate Manifestation of the belief that Jews are 

controlling the Czech state.
57 židosračky Jewish shit A very derogatory description of a thing 

(statement, work etc.) in some way related 
to supposed or real Jews or Judaism.



58 Židousek n.a. Swearing, a pun (similarity of the words 
žid(=Jew)-ousek and the surname 
Kalousek).

59 židovina "Jewish Act" Insidious anti-Semitic swearing based on 
traditional stereotypes. 

60 židovinka Jewish news Swearing, a pun (similarity of the words 
židovinka and novinka (= news)). 
Manifestation of the belief that Jews are 
controlling the media.

61 židovize Judeo-vision Manifestation of the belief that Jews are 
controlling the media.

62 Židovka komediantská Comedian Jew Anti-Semitic swearing

63 židovská frau Merkel Jewish Frau Merkel Anti-Semitic swearing

64 židovská hláška Jewish catchphrase Anti-Semitic swearing

65 židovská komise Jewish commission Manifestation of the belief that Jews are 
controlling the media, economy, 
government or other societal institutions.

66 židovská krysa Jewish rat Insidious anti-Semitic swearing.

67 židovská loutka Jewish marionette
  

Insidious anti-Semitic swearing

68 židovská mudlovská šmejdka Jewish mudblood Insidious anti-Semitic swearing.

69 židovská nula Jewish zero/nobody Insidious anti-Semitic swearing.

70 židovské peníze Jewish money Manifestation of the belief that Jews are 
controlling the media, economy, 
government or other societal institutions.



71 židovský bolševismus Jewish Bolshevism Manifestation of the conspiracy theory of 
Jewish Communism that alleges that Jews 
have dominated the Communist 
movements in the world, and until today 
control world politics. 

72 židovský nácek Jewish Nazi Insidious anti-Semitic swearing

73 židovský nacistický zmrd Jewish-Nazi-fucker Insidious anti-Semitic swearing

74 židovský spratek Jewish brat Insidious anti-Semitic swearing

75 židovský stát Jewish state Manifestation of the belief that Jews are 
controlling the media, economy, 
government or other societal institutions.

76 židovští zmrdi Jewish fuckers Insidious anti-Semitic swearing.

77 Židovy povídačky a pohádky Jew's stories and fairy tales Manifestation of an opinion that Jews are 
inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.

78 žido-zednářská banka Judeo-Masonic bank Reflections on or various references to anti-
Semitic and antimasonic conspiracy theory 
involving an alleged secret coalition of 
Jews and Masons.

79 židozednařská lóže Judeo-Masonic lodge Reflections on or various references to anti-
Semitic and antimasonic conspiracy theory 
involving an alleged secret coalition of 
Jews and Masons.

80 židozednářští ultracentristi Judeo-Masonic ultracentrists Reflections on or various references to anti-
Semitic and antimasonic conspiracy theory 
involving an alleged secret coalition of 
Jews and Masons.



Understanding of the context Categorisation of the anti-
Semitic expresssion 

according to IHRA

Categorisation of the 
anti-Semitic 
expresssion 

according to Comance

Criticism of government activity such as 
purchases, investments that readers do not like. 
speculation that the government will borrow 
money from foreign Jewish-controlled banks

IHRA02  group / idea / 
organisation

insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Mrs Albright is accused of being heavily involved 
in the sale of the nation of the west (accession to 
NATO).

IHRA02 person/ group / idea insult

Hate speech against film director Olga 
Sommerová (no Jewish descent). 
Reflection of a conspiracy theory related to the 
COVID Pandemia. Hate speech responding to the 
article with Soros's quotation: "Coronavirus 
epidemic is a threat to the survival of the 
European Union" 

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

Designation of the democratic political system of 
the Czech Republic after 1989.

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

Designation of the Government of the Czech 
Republic when it introduced and maintained 
measures against the spread of coronavirus

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate speech against French President Emmanuel 
Macron. 

IHRA03 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate speech against French President Emmanuel 
Macron. 

IHRA04 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate speech against French President Emmanuel 
Macron. 

IHRA05 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate speech against French President Emmanuel 
Macron. 

IHRA06 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

For the most part, this is a derogatory term for 
Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová, however, we 
may come across other examples depending on 
the context.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory



Hate against the organisers of large 
demonstrations against the government of Andrej 
Babiš and President Miloš Zeman, which took 
place in 2019 under the banner of Million 
Moments for Democracy. Organisers and 
participants were supposedly paid by G. Soros. 

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Claims that George Soros is owning or funding 
ANTIFA.

IHRA02  group / idea / 
organisation

insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate against the organisers of large 
demonstrations against the government of Andrej 
Babiš and President Miloš Zeman, which took 
place in 2019 under the banner of Million 
Moments for Democracy. Organisers and 
participants were supposedly paid by G. Soros. 

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate against the organisers of large 
demonstrations against the government of Andrej 
Babiš and President Miloš Zeman, which took 
place in 2019 under the banner of Million 
Moments for Democracy. Organisers and 
participants were supposedly paid by G. Soros. 

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory



IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate against the organisers of large 
demonstrations against the government of Andrej 
Babiš and President Miloš Zeman, which took 
place in 2019 under the banner of Million 
Moments for Democracy. Organisers and 
participants were supposedly paid by G. Soros. 

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory



IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate against the organisers of large 
demonstrations against the government of Andrej 
Babiš and President Miloš Zeman, which took 
place in 2019 under the banner of Million 
Moments for Democracy. Organisers and 
participants were supposedly paid by G. Soros. 

IHRA03 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02  group / idea / 
organisation

insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate against the organisers of large 
demonstrations against the government of Andrej 
Babiš and President Miloš Zeman, which took 
place in 2019 under the banner of Million 
Moments for Democracy. Organisers and 
participants were supposedly paid by G. Soros. 

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

The designation of the Slovak president, Zuzana 
Čaputová, who allegedly serves G. Soros. Mrs. 
Čaputová visited the Czech Republic and openly 
supported the demonstration for the preservation 
of democracy in Prague in 2019.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory



For the most part, this is a derogatory term for 
Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová, however, we 
may come across other examples depending on 
the context.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate speech against Věra Jourová, Vice President 
of the European Commission for Values and 
Transparency. Jourová has voiced concerns 
regarding the rule of law in Poland and Hungary. 

IHRA02 person / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

For example, this is how the public Czech 
Television is called by its critics. 

IHRA02  group / idea / 
organisation

conspiracy 
theory

For the most part, this is a derogatory term for 
Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová, however, we 
may come across other examples depending on 
the context.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Generally the State of Israel or specific individuals 
(Václav Havel, George Soros, Senator Marek 
Hilšer, Mark Zuckerberg etc.), or private 
companies, e.g. Tesco stores, publishing house 
Economia. For example, Senator Marek Hilšer 
was named a sweaty stinking Jew. 

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Designation of the democratic political system of 
the Czech Republic after 1989.

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

Characteristics of the Velvet Revolution in 1989. IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02  group / idea / 
organisation

insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02 group / idea insult

Hate speech against former Czech President 
Václav Havel. Hate speech against George Soros 
as well. 

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult

An insult to the government of Andrej Babiš, who 
in the past was an agent of the communist secret 
police.

IHRA02 group / idea insult



IHRA02 group / idea insult

IHRA02, IHRA03 group / idea insult

Designation of the democratic political system of 
the Czech Republic after 1989.

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

For instance,a hate speech against journalists of 
the Czech Television.

IHRA02, IHRA03 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Inappropriate ironic insult to another discussant 
on Facebook.

IHRA02 group / idea insult, irony

However, the vast majority of such mentions on 
social networks have clear signs of irony.

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory, 
irony

Designation of the democratic political system of 
the Czech Republic after 1989 or liberal 
democracy in the world. 

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

Comment on the article that large department 
stores will be open during a coronavirus pandemic

IHRA02  group / idea / 
organisation

insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

The target of the attack is people of real or 
perceived Jewish descent, or bearers of qualities 
that are stereotypically attributed to Jews 
(greedy), or people serving "Jewish" interests.

IHRA02 group / idea insult

Commentary on an article on the purchase of 
weapon systems from Israel for the Czech Army

IHRA02, IHRA03 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

Designation of the democratic political system of 
the Czech Republic after accession to NATO. 

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

Official state visit of the Slovak President Mrs. 
Čaputová in the Czech Republic in 2019. The 
President openly supported the demonstration for 
the preservation of democracy in Prague.

IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Inappropriate insult to another discussant on 
Facebook.

IHRA02 group / idea insult

Hate speech against George Soros. IHRA02 person / group / idea insult
Designation of the democratic political system of 
the Czech Republic after 1989 

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

TV series about Roma minority in Czech city of 
Most that was co-produced and broadcast on 
Czech Television. Hate speech against public TV. 

IHRA02 group / idea insult



Hate speech against Czech politician, former 
Minister of Finance, Miroslav Kalousek. An attack 
on politician behind government austerity 
measures during the post-2008 economic crisis.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult

Hate speech against Czech film and television 
actor, politician and director of a theatre Tomáš 
Töpfer, who described in an interview the 
economic context of theater performances.

IHRA02, IHRA03 group / idea insult

Swearing at online media Novinky.cz. IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Designation of the public Czech Television. IHRA02  group / idea / 
organisation

insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate speech against Czech actress Eva Holubová. IHRA02 person / group / idea insult

Hate speech against German Chancellor. The 
target of the attack is people of real or perceived 
Jewish descent, or bearers of qualities that are 
stereotypically attributed to Jews (greedy), or 
people serving "Jewish" interests.

person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Anti-Semitic reaction to criticism on Facebook IHRA02 group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Naming of the Parliament of the Czech Republic. IHRA02  group / idea / 
organisation

conspiracy 
theory

The target of the attack is people of real or 
perceived Jewish descent, or bearers of qualities 
that are stereotypically attributed to Jews 
(greedy), or people serving "Jewish" interests.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

The target of the attack is people of real or 
perceived Jewish descent, or bearers of qualities 
that are stereotypically attributed to Jews 
(greedy), or people serving "Jewish" interests.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult, 
conspiracy 
theory

Hate speech against Czech Minister of Finance 
Alena Schillerová, claiming to be of Jewish 
descent. Mudblood are characters from the books 
about Harry Potter.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult

the target of the attack is people of real or 
perceived Jewish origin, or bearers of qualities 
that are stereotypically attributed to Jews 
(greedy), or people serving "Jewish" interests.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult

Comments on motivation of street protests in the 
US 2020 (Black Lives Matter).

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory



Naming ideologies perceived as hostile, such as 
feminism,  liberalism, the LGBT movement.

IHRA02 group / idea insult

Hate speech against MP Václav Klaus Jr. (son of 
the former Czech President V. Klaus). 

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult

Hate speech against former Czech President 
Václav Havel. Some people believe that Havel 
was of Jewish descent.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult

The target of the attack is people of real or 
perceived Jewish origin, or bearers of qualities 
that are stereotypically attributed to Jews 
(greedy), or people serving "Jewish" interests.

IHRA02 person / group / idea insult

Designation of the democratic political system of 
the Czech Republic after 1989.

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

Criticism of the Israeli government for introducing 
measures to combat coronavirus infection.

IHRA02, IHRA10 state insult

A description of the survivor's testimony. IHRA04 person / memory conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02  group / idea / 
organisation

conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory

IHRA02 group / idea conspiracy 
theory



NO Anti-semitic expression

USA nejvetsi zlo sveta do vseho se serou a jen drancujou spiny 
zidovske !!!
Jo ta správná Sorosova demokracie, tfuj Židi.

Je vidět, že Soros je žid a skrblík (nebo dobrý stratég) a radši 
podplatí Primátory než Premiéry.

Soros byl a je fašista.
Zednáře Sorose nepodporuji. Podporuje všechny svinstva na 
světě.

 A Soros - maloktery clovek je tak odporne individuum jako on.

Migranti zaplavuji Evropu protoze je to prestava Sorose o 
multikulturni spolecnosti.

Nikým nevolený Soros žije v USA a pořád dává nevyžádané rady. 
Má se starat o svoje ten plutokrat a ostuda židovstva. Slušní Židé 
by se ho měli zbavit.



Člověku zůstavá rozum stát: Pavel Novotný, ač sám Žid, staví 
památník vrahům , kteří se podíleli za války na likvidaci Židů

Hajlující syn židovského obchodníka To myslím vyjadřuje o tomhle 
vyšinutém jedinci vše.Víc než židovský obchodník je jeho fotr 
uřvaný klaun …

Když za války nacisti anektovali židům vše, můžou se židi z toho 
ještě dneska posr.t. Ale když anektuje něco žid, tak to je v 
pořádku. Zajímavá logika. Židovská.
Ameriku neridi Trump, ale zidozednarska loze sponzorovana 
Georgem Sorosem

Když nezaplatím hrob, tak mě za nějakou dobu vyzvou k jeho 
odstranění. Pokud nemají koho vyzvat tak ho odstraní a prodají 
jinému. To je běžná praxe. Běžte se podívat na hřbitovy. Židovské 
hroby jsou něco víc??? Jsou něčím nadřazené těm našim, 
křesťanským??? A kdo dokázal že šlo o zholokaustované židy?? 
Tisíce jich taky emigrovalo a už se nevrátilo.

Židozednáři manipulují lidi v ČR pomocí neziskovek , i podporou 
přímo z ambasády a skrze CIA. a kolaborující BIS

který holokaust máte na mysli ? Arménů Turky, ruských atd. 
národů židobolševiky v SSSR nebo Němců spojenci v poválečné 
době ?
Z patnácti tisíci někteří lidi musí vyžít úplně běžně jen rozežraný 
židovnik remcá

Svrhnout německou vládu v čele s ✡ židovkou Angelou Merkel ( 
Rebekah Kasner) není extrémismus, ale racionální počin, protože 
tato vláda ničí zemi.



Tenhle pán, člen pražské židovské obce, podle jeho vlastního 
vyjádření milovník žen a vína, nás stál deset miliard korun.

Že jste vazalové chamtivé,okultní a bohaté židovské elity

U německé ambasády by mohla být ulice židovská

co si to dovoluje, plést se do židovských kšeftů

Já vám nevím, ale “Weinstein” mi v US kontextu zní dost židovsky

IQ tykve a přebujelé ego - hlavní znaky uctívačů feťáka Havla a 
jeho žido-zednářské partičky zlodějů a podvodníků

Není tak náhodou Česko už židovský stát?

židovská hlava bank-Rothschildové,jedni z kamenů světového 
vlastníka peněz-skupiny Bilderberg

ČT vede Sorosova banda. Berou prachy z jeho fondu a krmí nás 
šmejdem z Reuters, což vlastní zase Sososova banda z 
Bílderbergu.
Hitler byl žid a dobře znal, židovské myšlení, kdyby nebyl svými 
soukmenovci ponížen, mohl dodnes malovat obrazy. Netvrdím že 
všichni židé jsou špatní, ale jakmile dostanou příležitost, nebo 
obdrží zakázku zlikvidovat lidskou bytost, usmrtí jí, v zájmu 
medicíny, nebo z nenávisti a závisti.

Škoda, že nežije Áda. Tahle vláda by ho mohla angažovat jako 
styčného vysokého úředníka pro styk s židovskou obci…

Z židů udělal Židy vlastně nacisté kteří za Židy považovali i 
křesťany s židovskými předky.A tím z nich vlastně udělali národ



není žádným tajemstvím, že nežidovští občané jsou v Izraeli 
druhořadou skupinou obyvatel, Palestincům žádné práva 
nepřiznává. Těžko diskutovat s někým kdo disponuje povrchní 
znalosti, takže jenom dvě faktické poznámky - židé nejsou v 
etnickém slova smyslu národ, tak jako neexistuje křesťanský, 
nebo muslimský národ, židé jsou a vždy byli náboženská 
komunita/skupina. Židovský "národ" je výmysl, kontrukt, který se 
zrodil v hlavách sionistů.

Já vám nevim, je lepší platit 14 000 nájem zazoblemu Židovi? 
nebo 14 000 hypo a vrážet to do svého ?

V roce 2003 Izrael zatajil informace o neexistenci iráckých zbraní 
hromadného ničení. Následná válka, které se však Izrael 
neúčastnil, významně destabilizovala Blízký východ

 Demokratickej není, protože 5 milionům obyvatel nežidovského 
původu odepírá základní lidská práva, třeba právo na sebeurčení

pan ředitel Dvořák pracuje pro panna Laudera - prezidenta 
světového židovského kongresu. Takže víme co od tohoto kanálu 
můžeme čekat
Nikdy nezapomeneme. Jak bychom také mohli, když nám to 
židovská média připomínají každých pět minut.

Tzv. plynové komory v KL Mauthausen nikdy nebyly. ☝ srov. 
židovský historik Jehuda Bauer - A History of the Holocaust, New 
York 1982, str. 209
Podle toho jak jsou články psány, tak to vypadá, že v KT zahynuli 
jen lidé židovské národnosti a že šlo pouze o holokaust. O tom, že 
tam bylo vražděno miliony dalších lidí z celé Evropy se v poslední 
době zmiňuje čím dál tím méně

vy nejste novinky ale hovna ... IS je další historické židovské 
svinstvo z dílny MOSAD - CIA.
první primitivní ubožák už je tady. Tyhle tvory si najímá židovská 
obec . Studenti židovských škol si podobnou aktivitou mohou 
vylepšit špatný prospěch.

Merkelova trpí Sorosoitydou. Nutnou potřebou poslouchat rozkazy 
toho židáka :D

Jen ať si to ten židák judenberg zaplatí. Horší jak fašisti!

proč von ty ty žídáky nikdo nikdy moc nemusel? O tom se 
nemluví..
doufám že už se ze židákova nikdy nevrátí, protože jedině tam 
tenhle obřezanec patří

 Homeless Credit. Jak tento židák neokrádali ani židi 



židy do ko centraků hnali sami židi ty naivko ... kdo financoval 
hitlera? Dům Rothschild ... tak se delaly a dělají čistky dodnes ... 
říkají tomu omlazení kořene …

Je to pretext pro svetovou elitu jako je Rockefellers, Gates, 
Rothschilds, Soros...redukce populace, vydelat na vaccine ktera 
bude povinna, prestat pouzivat papirove penize, za vsim je ucel...

bílý kun, chovany na vůdce a sponzorovany USA roky let 
dopředu,jako Havel, Trockij alias Bronštein, Lenin, 
Marcon,Guaido,Merkel, Porosenko alias Waltzman a Hitler alias 
Schicklgruber, vnuk Rothschild a další..

Smrtka spina*a, aby ji zubata chytla spolecne s Sorosem, 
Rothschildove, Rockeffelerove, ad.
Izrael dostali sionisti od Rothschildu za to, ze jim kazarum dobre 
slouží! Izraelský mossad je zodpovědný za vytvoření ISiS a 
spoluorganizaci pri okupaci Evropy muslimy

Přesně tohle je židovská doktrína, vsichni nežide jsou na světě 
aby slouzili, a všechno bohatstvi na světě si Židé muzou vzít, 
třeba i násilím, tak je psáno v jedné jejich moudré knize a podle 
toho se točí světová kola

At tam třeba pochcipají Rothschildoví poskoci …

NWO... vymysleli to tak maji samozřejmě i vakcinu... kdo jinej nez 
Izrael
Říká se jim sebenenávidějící se Žid. Takový George Soros taky 
škodí lidstvu včetně Židů. Vláda Izraele ho nepouští do země. 
Netanjahu řekl Orbánovi, že plně podporuje boj Maďarů se 
spekulantem intrikánem Sorosem. 

Trump je naštěstí poslušná loutka a podepíše všechno, co přijde z 
Jeruzaléma, a kdyby ne, jeho židovská dcera a židovský tchán už 
ho nasměrují tím správným směrem ✡ šalom!

Izrael je podoben nacistickému Německu.Okupace cizích území. 
Mučení a zabíjení Palestinců. A to už padesát let. K tomu dnes 
hodně přispěla extremistická strana Šas známá především 
Liebermanem ,který je známý svým výrokem o stínání hlav. Jinak 
o Netanjahuovi se ani nemá cenu vyjadřovat.

Soros je jedním z iluminátů deep state



Chudák T.G.M....takový kraviny musí poslouchat. Gál je Žid. A 
právě nyní probíhá židovská válka. Soros, Zukelberg,..

tragédií nejen této doby je,že pár vysmátých židků dokáže zničit 
celé národy a miliony podvedených a do slova zneuživaných 
lidiček
Mě by docela zajímalo kdo financuje ty demonstrace vůbec bych 
se nedivil že v tom má ruce ten maďarský žid Soros pičus 
samozřejmě to bere přes neziskovky

Hitlera financovali Židé sionisti a ti také vymysleli holocaust, takže 
dvě frakce Židů se nemají rádi sionisti vs. semité , už to chápeme 
všichni?

Co chcete, když charta byla živená židem Sorosem. Osmdesátej 
devátej bylo spiknutí židů …

Je to Sorosova židobolševická kampaň, ve skutečnosti ten 
"doktor" všechna operovaná srdce nahrazuje Koránem.

 Orbán byl zvolen na rozdíl od nikým nevoleného plutokrata 
Sorose, který si osobuje právo rozhodovat, co je dobrého pro 
Maďarsko a Evropu. On podporuje imigraci muslimů a ti potom 
pronásledují Židy v Evropě. Soros se tím ač sám Žid stává 
nepřítelem Židů a tím pádem velkým antisemitou. 

Soros je jude co se obohatil na holokastu, jako falešny syn 
křesťanů zbavovat a arizoval majetek po 400 tisicich Židech. A ted 
strhává vlády po světe.

Jak se Hitler podepsal na židech, tak dnes se židé podepisujį na 
světu. Jedno jméno za všechny, Sörös a 70ti letý konflikt Izrael 
Palestina...Rád bych se mýlil.
Židovský agent Babiš, reprezentující činnosti mafie Soroš

miluju trolly placené židovskou obcí - předvádějí tady pravou a 
nefalšovanou židovskou povahu i inteligenci

Tahni do pici ty Israelska svine zidovska



Izraelci byli genialní odjaktěživa :D nejdříve vynalezli křestanství 
pak muslimy,zničili Evropské víry v bohy,nasrali se do Evropy hůř 
jako sarančata...posléze začli politiku: 
Bolševismus,komunismus,kapitalismus,židozednářství i to čemu 
dnes říkáte demokracie /pseudopaskvil který není to co byl ve 
starověku/….tolik pogromů jsme na ně dělali s těma švabama 
nehly koncentráky ani gulagy

Židovský a zednářsky styl,zcela záměrně krátké kalhoty

Nejvetsi tragedie tohoto smutneho komika je ze ma zidovsky 
puvod. No kdyz jde o vlastni kseft a slavu ... tak se na holocaust 
holt musi zapomenout.

postavil své řeporyjské starostování nad židovský monopol na 
utrpení v koncentrácích!

Eichman rakouskej šéf všech koncentračních táborů v raichu si 
vzal češku z mladého v kostele svatého Mikuláše?Víš kolik 
zidobolseviku zbavil tenhle úžasný člověk naší krásné české 
země?Možná bychom mu jako správní budejcaci mohli postavit 
taky nějakej pomník

Přečtěte si židovský Talmud.To je takový malý židovský mein 
kampf.Jasně se tam píše o tom že židi jsou nadřazená rasa a že 
všechny ostatní národy jsou zde jen proto aby jim sloužili.Můžou 
je okrádat,lhát jim a brát si jejich ženy.Jediný rovný židu je jen 
žid.No a pak se divíte že lidi řekli dost a dali jim po hrbu



zfetovaný židovský bulvární exnovinář

Proč byli ve vedení CHarty jen lidé židovského původu?

Potka zidovskej pedofil malou holcicku a rika ji: Ahoj holcicko 
nechces si koupit naky bonbonky? :D
Žid Žantovský! Židovský národ je velmi bohatý a velice neskonale 
nebezpečný!!!

Nenavist prazske kavarny se zase vyvalila. V cem se tihle 
Sorosovi zido-iluminati lisi od Hitlerovych udernych SA-oddilu?

tisice komunistickych zido-iluminatskych chartistu, co tu dnes 
vladnou a tuneluji

Nějaká židovka, která se zastává cikánů a imigrantů, si o 
problémy vyloženě koleduje.

To je stejny jako verit zidovi

židkové Havel,Klaus,Kalousek a několik dalších z posvěcením 
madam Albright dokázali nemožné...zrůjnovali český národ na sto 
let do předu

Klasika...židé židům...táto židovská dáma pomohla na trůn jak 
židkovi Havlovi tak i židkovi Klausovi...oba nám všemi sily 
dopomohli aby jsme se stáli chudou a zadluženou západní kolonií.



Zkaženost v podobě židovsko-liberálně demokratického moru 
rovnosti 

Židovi staci hodit korunu ale Halikovi prinejstrasim 8 leteho 
chlapce

Zverstva Zidovskeho statu vuci jejich sousedum dela z nich 
zrudnymi zlocinci,to je duvod proc novodoby antisemismus.

Kdo uctí miliony mrtvých, angloamerickožidovského kapitalismu!!!

To jsi ze Židovské obce nebo co?

Je to Sorošova děvka a Babišův poskok. Jidáš zplodí jenom 
Jidáše. Od začátku nehájí zájmy naší země, ale plní příkazy.

Njn další poskok pro Sorose třeba se takových Jidášů rychle 
zbavovat 

DOBRY IZRAELEC JEKAPUT A CERT ZOBER SOROSA DO 
PEKLA



English translation Description of the statement 

The USA is the greatest evil in the world, they are fucking with 
everything and just looting Jewish dirt !!!

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Yeah, Soros's right democracy, yikes, Jews. Manifestation the myth of Jews politics in the 
country. 

It can be seen that Soros is a Jew and a curmudgeon (or a 
good strategist) and would rather bribe the mayors than the 
prime ministers. 

Designation of a person, group of persons or an 
organisation who are allegedly Jews or are paid by 
Jews, in this case by George Soros who controls 
senior figures and institutions in the EU and 
particular V4 countries whose aim is to. According 
to some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the particular 
country by supporting opposition leaders / political 
parties, local NGOs etc. 

Soros was and is a fascist. Insidious antisemitic swearing.
I don't support the Mason Soros. He supports all crap in the 
world.

Designation of a person, group of persons or an 
organisation who are allegedly Jews or are paid by 
Jews, in this case by George Soros who controls 
senior figures and institutions in the EU and 
particular V4 countries whose aim is to. According 
to some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the particular 
country by supporting opposition leaders / political 
parties, local NGOs etc. 

And Soros? Few people are as disgusting an individual as he 
is.

Insidious antisemitic swearing.

Migrants are flooding Europe because it is Soros's idea of a 
multicultural society.

Designation of a person, group of persons or an 
organisation who are allegedly Jews or are paid by 
Jews, in this case by George Soros who controls 
senior figures and institutions in the EU and 
particular V4 countries whose aim is to. According 
to some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the particular 
country by supporting opposition leaders / political 
parties, local NGOs etc. 

Soros, unelected by anyone, lives in the USA and still gives 
unsolicited advice. He has to take care of his own, the 
plutocrat and the disgrace of Judaism. Decent Jews should get 
rid of him.

Designation of a person, group of persons or an 
organisation who are allegedly Jews or are paid by 
Jews, in this case by George Soros who controls 
senior figures and institutions in the EU and 
particular V4 countries whose aim is to. According 
to some conspiracy theories, Soros seeks to 
“Muslimise” Europe, destabilise the particular 
country by supporting opposition leaders / political 
parties, local NGOs etc. 



Man is left with the mind: Pavel Novotný, although a Jew 
himself, builds a memorial to the murderers who took part in 
the liquidation of the Jews during the war.

Antisemitic swearing.

The son of a Jewish merchant. I think that expresses 
everything about this crazy individual. More than a Jewish 
businessman, his father is a furious clown …

Insidious antisemitic swearing.

When the Nazis annexed everything to the Jews during the 
war, the Jews can still go crazy today. But if a Jew annexes 
something, that's fine. Interesting logic. Jewish.
Trump does not control America, but the Masonic lodge 
sponsored by George Soros.

Reflections on or various references to anti-Semitic 
and antimasonic conspiracy theory involving an 
alleged secret coalition of Jews and Masons.

If I don't pay for the grave, they will ask me to remove it in a 
while. If they have no one to challenge, they will remove it and 
sell it to another. This is common practice. Go and see the 
cemeteries. Jewish graves are anything more ??? Are they 
superior to ours, Christian ??? And who proved that they were 
holocausted Jews? Thousands also emigrated and never 
returned.

Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas 
chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the 
Jewish people.

Jewish Masons manipulate people in the Czech Republic with 
the help of NGOs and also directly from the US Embassy and 
through the CIA. And also using the collaborating BIS.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Which Holocaust do you mean? Armenian by Turks, Russian 
peoples by Jewish Bolsheviks in the USSR or German by 
Allies in the postwar era?

Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas 
chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the 
Jewish people.

Of the fifteen thousand (Czech Crowns), some people have to 
live quite normally. Only the greedy Jew grumbles.

Insidious antisemitic swearing based on traditional 
stereotypes. 

To overthrow the German government led by the Jewish 
Angela Merkel (Rebekah Kasner) is not extremism, but a 
rational act, because this government is destroying the country.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 



According to his own statement, this gentleman, a member of 
the Prague Jewish community, a lover of women and wine, 
cost us ten billion crowns.

That you are vassals of the greedy, occult and rich Jewish 
elites.

Manifestation of the belief that Jews are controlling 
the media, economy, government or other societal 
institutions.

There could be a Jewish street near the German embassy

what he dares to get involved in Jewish business Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

I don't know, but "Weinstein" sounds pretty Jewish to me in the 
US context
IQ of a gourd and an overflowing ego - the main features of the 
worshipers of the junkie Havel and his Jewish-Masonic party of 
thieves and swindlers

Reflections on or various references to anti-Semitic 
and antimasonic conspiracy theory involving an 
alleged secret coalition of Jews and Masons.

Isn't the Czechia already a Jewish state? Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

the Jewish head of the Rothschild banks, one of the stones of 
the world's money owner - the Bilderberg group

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Czech Television is led by Soros's gang. They take money 
from his fund and feed us a slurry from Reuters, which in turn 
is owned by Soros's gang from Bilderberg.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and media.

Hitler was a Jew, and he knew Jewish thought well, and if he 
had not been humiliated by his compatriots, he could still paint 
pictures. I am not saying that all Jews are bad, but as soon as 
they have the opportunity or receive an order to destroy a 
human being, they will kill him, in the interests of medicine, or 
out of hatred and envy.

It's a pity Adolf doesn't live. This government could hire him as 
a senior liaison officer with the Jewish community…

The jews were actually turned into Jews by the Nazis, who 
also considered Christians with Jewish ancestors to be Jews. 
And that actually made them a nation

Denying the Jewish people their right to self-
determination.



it is no secret that non-Jewish citizens are a secondary group 
of people in Israel, it does not grant any rights to Palestinians. 
Hard to discuss with someone who has superficial knowledge, 
so only two factual remarks - Jews are not a nation in the 
ethnic sense, just as there is no Christian or Muslim nation, 
Jews are and always have been a religious community / group. 
The Jewish "nation" is a fabrication, a construct that was born 
in the minds of the Zionists.

I don't know, is it better to pay 14,000 rent to a well-heeled 
Jew? or a 14,000 mortgage and stab it into your own? Insidious antisemitic swearing based on traditional 

stereotypes. 
In 2003, Israel withheld information about the absence of Iraq's 
weapons of mass destruction. The ensuing war, in which Israel 
did not participate, significantly destabilized the Middle East

It is not democratic because it denies 5 million people of non-
Jewish origin basic human rights, such as the right to self-
determination.
Director Dvořák works for Mr. Lauder - President of the World 
Jewish Congress. So we know what to expect from this channel

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

We will never forget. How could we, when the Jewish media 
reminds us of this every five minutes.

in Mauthausen concentration camp have never been gas 
chambers. ☝ cf. Jewish historian Yehuda Bauer - A History of 
the Holocaust, New York 1982, p. 209

Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas 
chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the 
Jewish people.

From the way the articles are written, it seems that only people 
of Jewish nationality perished in concentration camps and that 
it was only the Holocaust. The fact that millions of other people 
from all over Europe have been murdered there has recently 
been mentioned less and less.

you are not news but shit ... IS is another historical Jewish 
crap from the workshop of MOSAD - CIA.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

the first primitive poor man is here. These creatures are hired 
by the Jewish community. Students of Jewish schools can 
improve their poor performance with a similar activity.

Merkel suffers from "Sorosoithis". Necessary need to obey the 
orders of that Jew: D

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Just let the Jewish Judenberg pay for it. Worse than the 
fascists!
why did no one ever like Jews? It is not talked about ..

I hope he never comes back from the Jewish hole, because 
this one with the circumcision only belongs there

Homeless Credit. Even the Jews did not rob like this Jew.

Insidious antisemitic swearing based on traditional 
stereotypes. 



the Jews were driven to concentration camps by the Jews 
themselves, you naive ... who financed Hitler? The House of 
Rothschild ... purges have been done this way and still are ... 
they call it root rejuvenation…
It is a pretext for the world's elite, such as the Rockefellers, 
Gates, Rothschilds, Soros ... reducing the population, making 
money on a vaccine that will be mandatory, stop using paper 
money, behind everything is the purpose …

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

white horse, bred to the leader and sponsored by the US many 
years ago, such as Havel, Trotsky alias Bronstein, Lenin, 
Marcon, Guaido, Merkel, Porosenko alias Waltzman and Hitler 
alias Schicklgruber, grandson Rothschild and others ..

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Dirty grim reaper, let death get her together with Soros, 
Rothschilds, Rockeffelers, etc.
Israel was received by the Zionists from the Rothschilds for 
serving the Khazars well! The Israeli Mossad is responsible for 
the creation of ISIS and the co-organization of Muslim 
occupation of Europe

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

This is exactly the Jewish doctrine, all non-Jews are in the 
world to serve, and all the riches in the world can be taken by 
the Jews, even by force, so it is written in one of their wise 
books, and the world's wheels spin accordingly.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Let them die there, Rothschild minions Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

NWO ... they made it up, so of course they have a vaccine ... 
who but Israel

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

They are called self-hating Jews. Such George Soros also 
harms humanity, including the Jews. The government of Israel 
does not let him into the country. Netanyahu told Orban that he 
fully supported the Hungarians' fight with the speculator Soros.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Fortunately, Trump is an obedient puppet and will sign 
everything that comes from Jerusalem, and if he doesn't, his 
Jewish daughter and his Jewish father-in-law will already point 
him in the right direction - Shalom!

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Israel is similar to Nazi Germany. Occupation of foreign 
territories. Torture and killing of Palestinians. And for fifty years 
already. Today, the extremist Shas party, best known mainly 
for Lieberman, which is known for his statement about 
beheading, contributed a lot to this. Otherwise, there is no 
point in commenting on Netanyahu.

Soros is one of the deep state Illuminati Reflections on or various references to anti-Semitic 
and antimasonic conspiracy theory involving an 
alleged secret coalition of Jews and Masons.



Poor T.G.Masaryk ... had to listen to such nonsense. Gál is a 
Jew. And right now the Jewish war is going on. Soros, 
Zukelberg, ..

not only the tragedy of this time is that a few laughing Jews 
can destroy entire nations and leave behind millions of 
deceived and abused people.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

I would be quite interested in who funds the demonstrations at 
all, I would not be surprised that the Hungarian Jew Soros 
pussy has his hands in it, of course he does it through NGOs.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Hitler was funded by the Zionist Jews, who also invented the 
Holocaust, so the two Jewish factions do not like each other, 
Zionists vs. Semites, do we all understand that?

What do you want when Charter 77 was nourished by the Jew 
Soros. 1989 was a conspiracy of Jews.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

It is Soros' Jewish Bolshevik campaign, in fact the "doctor" 
replaces all operated hearts with the Qur'an.

Manifestation of the conspiracy theory of Jewish 
Communism that alleges that Jews have 
dominated the Communist movements in the world, 
and until today control world politics. 

Orbán was elected, unlike the unelected plutocrat Soros, who 
claims the right to decide what is good for Hungary and 
Europe. He supports the immigration of Muslims and they then 
persecute Jews in Europe. Soros, although the Jew himself, 
becomes an enemy of the Jews and thus a great anti-Semite.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Soros is a Jew who enriched himself in the Holocaust, as a 
false son of Christians, deprived and aryanizated the property 
of 400,000 Jews. And now it is tearing down governments 
around the world.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

As Hitler signed the Jews, today the Jews are signing the 
world. One name for all, Sörös and the 70-year conflict Israel 
vs. Palestine ... I'd like to be wrong.

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

Jewish agent Babiš, representing the activities of the Soros-
mafia

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

I love trolls paid by the Jewish community - they show here a 
real and unadulterated Jewish character and intelligence

Fuck you, you Israeli Jewish bitch
Vulgar antisemitic insult.



Israelis have always been geniuses: D first invented 
Christianity then Muslims, destroyed European beliefs in the 
gods, shit in Europe worse like locusts ... then they started 
politics: Bolshevism, communism, capitalism, Judeo-Masonry 
and what you now call democracy / pseudo-pasquil which is 
not what was in antiquity /…. we did so many pogroms on 
them, but neither concentration camps nor gulags moved with 
those cockroaches.

Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for 
real or imagined wrongdoing.

Jewish and Masonic style, intentionally shortened pants Reflections on or various references to anti-Semitic 
and antimasonic conspiracy theory involving an 
alleged secret coalition of Jews and Masons.

The biggest tragedy of this sad comedian is that he has a 
Jewish origin. Well, when it comes to your own business and 
fame ... the Holocaust must be forgotten.

he held the position of mayor of Řeporyje over the Jewish 
monopoly on suffering in concentration camps!

Eichman, the Austrian head of all concentration camps in the 
Reich, married a Czech woman from Mladé in the church of St. 
Nicholas. Do you know how many Bolsheviks this amazing 
man got rid of our beautiful Czech land? Maybe we, as the 
right citizens of Budějovice, could also build a monument to 
him?
Read the Jewish Talmud. This is such a small Jewish Mein 
Kampf. It is clearly stated here that the Jews are a superior 
race and that all other nations are here only to serve them. 
They can rob them, lie to them and marry their wives. The only 
equal to a Jew is only a Jew. And then you are surprised that 
people have said enough and given them a bump.



stoned Jewish tabloid ex-journalist

Why were only people of Jewish descent in the leadership of 
Charter 77?

Manifestation the myth of Jews controlling world 
economy, politics and other institutions. 

A Jewish pedophile meets a little girl and says to her: Hi girl, 
don't you want to buy some candies? : D

Insidious antisemitic joke based on traditional 
stereotypes. 

Jew Žantovský! The Jewish nation is very rich and very 
infinitely dangerous !!!

Manifestation of the belief that Jews are controlling 
the media, economy, government or other societal 
institutions.

The hatred of the Prague café rolled out again. How are these 
Soros Jewish-Illuminati different from Hitler's striking SA 
troops?

Reflections on or various references to anti-Semitic 
and antimasonic conspiracy theory involving an 
alleged secret coalition of Jews and Masons. 
Drawing comparisons of Jews to the Nazis.

thousands of communist Judeo-Illuminati chartists who rule 
and tunnel here today

Reflections on or various references to anti-Semitic 
and antimasonic conspiracy theory involving an 
alleged secret coalition of Jews and Masons.

A Jew who stands up for gypsies and immigrants is clearly 
caroling about problems.

This is the same as trusting a Jew Insidious antisemitic swearing based on traditional 
stereotypes. 

Jews Havel, Klaus, Kalousek and several others, with the 
consecration of Madame Albright, proved the impossible ... 
they ruined the Czech nation for a hundred years ahead

Manifestation of the belief that Jews are controlling 
the media, economy, government or other societal 
institutions.

Classics ... Jews to Jews ... this Jewish lady helped both Jew 
Havel and Jew Klaus to the throne ... they both helped us with 
great force to become a poor and indebted Western colony.

Manifestation of the belief that Jews are controlling 
the media, economy, government or other societal 
institutions.



Badness in the form of the Jewish-liberal democratic plague of 
equality

Argument based on a conspiracy theory that states 
that processes of globalization and liberalism in 
general are a threat to the nation. 

It is enough to throw one Czech crown to a Jew. But Halík, a 
boy of no more than eight years.

Insidious swearing based on traditional stereotypes. 

The atrocities of the Jewish state against their neighbors make 
them rogue criminals, which is why we have modern anti-
Semism here.
Who will honor the millions of dead, the victims of Anglo-
American Jewish capitalism !!!

Manifestation of the belief that Jews are controlling 
the media, economy, government or other societal 
institutions.

Are you from the Jewish community or what? Antisemitic swearing, belief that the Czech Jewish 
community has influence and share in power.

She is Soros' whore and Babiš's henchman. Judas will only 
give birth to Judas. From the beginning, she has not defended 
the interests of our country, but is following orders.

Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled 
by George Soros,  swearing based on traditional 
stereotypes. 

Well, well, another dogsbody for Soros. It is necessary to get 
rid of such Judas quickly 

Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled 
by George Soros, along with calling for the killing or 
harming of a person. 

Dead (kaput) Israelian is a good Israelian, and damn Hell, 
Soros.

Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or 
harming of Jews.



Understanding of the context

Categorisation of the 
anti-Semitic 

expresssion according 
to IHRA

Categorisation of the anti-Semitic 
expresssion according to 

Comance

IHRA02, IHRA03 group / idea

A survey by the Open Society Fund 
(funded by G. Soros actually) on 
democracy in CEE. OSF = Jews

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

Cooperation of the mayors of Budapest, 
Warsaw and Prague, who are in 
opposition to the governments

IHRA02 person / group / idea

Hate speech against George Soros. IHRA02 person 

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

Hate speech against George Soros. IHRA02 person

IHRA02 person / group / idea

Hate speech against George Soros.

IHRA01, IHRA02 person / group / idea



Hate speech against Pavel Novotný, the 
Mayor of Prague-Řeporyje, who is 
known for the initiative to build a 
controversial monument to the members 
of the Russian Liberation Army (ROA, 
Vlasov Army), that had a share in the 
liberation of Prague in 1945. His 
initiative contributed to the deterioration 
of relations between the Czech Republic 
and Russia. He became the target of 
sharp attacks by Russia and Czech pro-
Russian trolls.

IHRA02 person / memory

Hate speech against Pavel Novotný, the 
Mayor of Prague-Řeporyje, who is 
known for the initiative to build a 
controversial monument to the members 
of the Russian Liberation Army (ROA, 
Vlasov Army), that had a share in the 
liberation of Prague in 1945. His 
initiative contributed to the deterioration 
of relations between the Czech Republic 
and Russia. He became the target of 
sharp attacks by Russia and Czech pro-
Russian trolls.

IHRA03 person

IHRA9 group / memory / state

Discussion about the American 
company winning a contract for the 
completion of a nuclear power plant. IHRA02

Discussion about the fact that in a 
number of Czech cities in the past there 
was the liquidation of Jewish cemeteries 
and the subsequent cutting of 
tombstones, which were used as paving.

IHRA04 memory

IHRA02 person / group / idea

IHRA04 memory

IHRA08

IHRA01, IHRA02 person / group / idea



Hate speech against Vladimír Železný, 
former director of NOVA television, who 
was responsible for damages of $270 
million, which were eventually paid from 
Czech taxpayers' money to international 
media and entertainment company CME. 

IHRA03 person / group / idea

Criticism of the government for 
introducing measures to combat 
coronavirus disease in 2020.

IHRA02 group / idea

A commentary on the naming of the 
square where the Russian embassy is 
located in Prague, according to Putin's 
critic and opposition leader Boris 
Nemtsov.
Commentary on the fact that the US 
authorities investigated the sale of 
NOVA television owned by international 
media and entertainment company CME 
to the richest Czech, Petr Kellner. 

IHRA03 group

IHRA03 person / group

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

Commentary on the Czech Republic's 
attitude towards Israel IHRA02 group

IHRA02 group / idea

Comment to a fact that U.S. court found 
producer Harvey Weinstein guilty of 
sexual assault.

IHRA02, IHRA03 group / idea

Comment below an article dealing with 
the publication of an antisemitic book 
Der Giftpilz in the Czech Republic. 

IHRA02, IHRA9 group / idea / state

Ironic comment to the fact that 
controversial lawyer Mr Stanislav 
Křeček was elected ombudsman in 
2020. 

IHRA07 state, people



Comment below a post of Czech 
Television related to Czech-Israeli 
relations after 1989. 

IHRA07 state, people

Discussion of whether renting or 
mortgage is more advantageous. 
Unrelated to Jews. 

IHRA02, IHRA08 group

domnělý podíl Izraela na destabilizaci 
Bl.Východu

IHRA03 group

IHRA07 state

Hate speech agianst the director of the 
Czech Television Petr Dvořák. IHRA02

realkce na článek, kde se připomíná 
osvobození vězňů KL Auschwitz IHRA05 memory

IHRA04 memory

Comments below an article on the 
spread of antisemitism in Europe along 
with questioning the Holocaust. 

IHRA04, IHRA05 memory

Comment below an article about new 
leader of Daesh. IHRA03 group

Insult against another Facebook user 
after criticizong the government of 
Andrej Babiš. IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group

Hate speech against German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel related to the 
migration crisis in Europe. 

IHRA02 person / group

Hate speech against Mark Zuckerberg. IHRA08, IHRA09 person / group / idea

reakce na text připomínající Holokaust IHRA01, IHRA08 person / state

hate na M. Stropnického, jenž se stal 
velvysl. V Izraeli IHRA01, IHRA08 person

Hate speech against Petr Kellner, the 
owner of non-bank financial institution 
Home Credit and the richest person in 
the Czech Republic. 

IHRA08 person / group / idea



IHRA01, IHRA02, 
IHRA03, IHRA04 memory

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

IHRA02 person / group

Hate speech against Madleine Albright, 
former US State Secretary. IHRA01, IHRA02 person / group / idea

IHRA02, IHRA03 state / idea / group

IHRA02, IHRA03, IHRA08 person / group / idea

pandemie v UK IHRA01, IHRA02 person / group / idea

rakce na to, že se v Izraleli začaly 
testovat vakcíny proti covid IHRA02, IHRA03  group / idea

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

IHRA07, IHRA09 state

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea



Hate against the organisers of large 
demonstrations against the government 
of Andrej Babiš and President Miloš 
Zeman which took place in 2019 near 
Prague Castle near the statue of first 
Czechoslovak President T.G. Masaryk. 
Hate speech against Fedor Gál, former 
dissident, politician, author. 

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

IHRA02 person / group / idea

IHRA03, IHRA05 memory

The claim that Charter 77 was 
organized by Jews and that most of the 
signatories to the Charter were people 
of Jewish descent.

IHRA02 person / group / idea

reportáž o irackem lékaři v čr

IHRA02 person / group / idea

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

IHRA02, IHRA09 person / group / idea / state

IHRA02, IHRA03, 
IHRA09, IHRA10 person / group / idea / state

IHRA02 person / group / idea

IHRA02, IHRA08 group

Response to an article with an Israeli 
expert. IHRA01 person / group 



IHRA01, IHRA02, 
IHRA03, IHRA08 person / group

Hate against former Czech President 
Václav Havel who allegedly served 
Jewish interests. IHRA02 person / group

Hate speech against Pavel Novotný, the 
Mayor of Prague-Řeporyje, who is 
known for the initiative to build a 
controversial monument to the members 
of the Russian Liberation Army (ROA, 
Vlasov Army), that had a share in the 
liberation of Prague in 1945. His 
initiative contributed to the deterioration 
of relations between the Czech Republic 
and Russia. He became the target of 
sharp attacks by Russia and Czech pro-
Russian trolls.

IHRA02 person / group / idea

Hate speech against Pavel Novotný, the 
Mayor of Prague-Řeporyje, who is 
known for the initiative to build a 
controversial monument to the members 
of the Russian Liberation Army (ROA, 
Vlasov Army), that had a share in the 
liberation of Prague in 1945. His 
initiative contributed to the deterioration 
of relations between the Czech Republic 
and Russia. He became the target of 
sharp attacks by Russia and Czech pro-
Russian trolls.

IHRA05, IHRA06 people, memory

Comment to the initiative to build a 
controversial monument to the members 
of the Russian Liberation Army (ROA, 
Vlasov Army) in Prague Řeporyje, that 
had a share in the liberation of Prague 
in 1945. 

IHRA01 person / memory

Comments below an article about 
Holocaust and Israeli-Polish relations. 

IHRA01, IHRA02, 
IHRA03, IHRA06 people, religion



Hate speech against Pavel Novotný, the 
Mayor of Prague-Řeporyje, who is 
known for the initiative to build a 
controversial monument to the members 
of the Russian Liberation Army (ROA, 
Vlasov Army), that had a share in the 
liberation of Prague in 1945. His 
initiative contributed to the deterioration 
of relations between the Czech Republic 
and Russia. He became the target of 
sharp attacks by Russia and Czech pro-
Russian trolls.

IHRA03 person / group / idea

The claim that Charter 77 was 
organized by Jews and that most of the 
signatories to the Charter were people 
of Jewish descent.

IHRA02 person / group / idea

IHRA08 group

Hate speech against Michael Žantovský, 
former politician, Ambassador of the 
Czech Republic to the United Kingdom, 
as well as to Israel and the United 
States, former advisor to President 
Václav Havel. 

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

Hate against the organisers of large 
demonstrations against the government 
of Andrej Babiš and President Miloš 
Zeman, which took place in 2019 under 
the banner of Million Moments for 
Democracy. Organisers and participants 
were supposedly paid by G. Soros. 

IHRA09 person / group / idea

The claim that Charter 77 was 
organized by Jews and that most of the 
signatories to the Charter were people 
of Jewish descent.

IHRA02, IHRA03 group / idea

Hate speech against an Italian politician 
who had different views on tackling the 
migration crisis. 

IHRA01 person / group / idea

Comments below the article on the sex 
scandal in the Catholic Church. Neither 
the article nor the discussion dealt with 
the Jews.

IHRA02 group

Hate speech against Madleine Albright, 
former US State Secretary. Mrs Albright 
is accused, among others, of being 
heavily involved in the sale of the nation 
of the west (accession to NATO).

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea

Hate speech against Madleine Albright, 
former US State Secretary. Mrs Albright 
is accused, among others, of being 
heavily involved in the sale of the nation 
of the west (accession to NATO).

IHRA02, IHRA03 person / group / idea



A commentary on an article on the 
position of Christianity in Europe. IHRA02 idea

Hate speech against Professor msgre. 
Tomáš Halík, Catholic priest, 
sociologist, philospher. 

IHRA02 person

Discussion related to antisemitism in 
Western Europe. IHRA07, IHRA10 state

IHRA02, IHRA03 group / idea

Inappropriate ironic insult to another 
discussant on Facebook. IHRA02 person / group

Hate speech against Věra Jourová, Vice 
President of the European Commission 
for Values and Transparency. Jourová 
has voiced concerns regarding the rule 
of law in Poland and Hungary. 

IHRA02, IHRA08 person / idea / religion

Hate speech against Slovak President 
Zuzana Čaputová.

IHRA01, IHRA02, IHRA09 person / idea / religion

Reactions to Czech Television news 
about events in Israel IHRAO1, IHRA02 person / people



conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory
insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory



insult

insult

conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

insult

conspiracy theory



insult

insult, conspiracy theory

irony

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

irony

insult, conspiracy theory



insult, conspiracy theory

insult

conspiracy theory

insult

conspiracy theory

relativisation, irony

conspiracy theory

relativisation

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult

insult

insult



insult, conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory



insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult



insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult

insult

insult, justification of crimes, irony

insult, conspiracy theory



insult

conspiracy theory

joke

insult, conspiracy theory

insult

insult, conspiracy theory

insult

insult

insult, conspiracy theory

insult



conspiracy theory

insult

insult, conspiracy theory

conspiracy theory

insult

insult, conspiracy theory

insult, conspiracy theory

insult



Sorošův produkt Soros-product Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorosova nevěstka Soros's prostitute Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorošova pipinka Soros's pussy Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sörosova lehká holka Soros's working girl Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
sorošovská barbína Soros's Barbie Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorosovo dítě vlasti zrádkyně Soros's child traitor Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
sorošova miss Soros-Miss Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorošova štětka Soros's whore Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorošův poskok Soros's dogsbody Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Soroslady Soros-lady Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Söröšova šlapka Soros's streetwalker Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
sorošová tupá děvenka Soros's dumb girl Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorošovo košťátko Soros's little broom Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
sorosovská děvka Soros's hooker Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Soroš v sukni Soros in skirt Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorošová vyvolená Soros's the chosen Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorošova služka Soros's maidservant Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorošova blondýna Soros's blonde Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorošova agentka Soros-agent Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorošova figurka Soros's figurehead Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 
Sorosův klín na muslimizaci Evropy Soros's lap for 

Muslimization of Europe
Designation of a person that is allegedly controlled by George Soros. 



Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA02 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA03 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA04 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA05 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA06 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA07 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA08 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA09 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA10 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA11 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA12 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA13 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA14 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA15 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA16 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA17 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA18 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA19 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA20 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA21 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory
Hate speech against Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová.IHRA22 person / group / idea insult, conspiracy theory



NO

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8
9
10



Contemporary examples
Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an 
extremist view of religion.

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the 
power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish 
conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.
Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single 
Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.
Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish 
people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War 
II (the Holocaust).
Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.
Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than 
to the interests of their own nations.
Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State 
of Israel is a racist endeavor.
Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or 
blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.
Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.



CODE

IHRA01

IHRA02

IHRA03

IHRA04

IHRA05

IHRA06

IHRA07

IHRA08

IHRA9
IHRA10



NO CATEGORY

1 a person (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of a (real or alleged) Jew)

2 a group (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of (real or alleged) Jews)

3
an organization (Annihilate: attempt to annul
the existence of real Jewish or alleged Jewish
organizations)

4 a state (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of Israel)

5 a nation (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of nation)

6 a property (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of Jewish property)

7
an idea (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of ideas allegedly attributed to the
Jews as their "invention")

8 a religion (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of Judaism)

9 a memory (nnihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of memory)



BASIS: Our definitions claim that the key signs 
of hate (hatred) is the annihilation (attempt to 
annul the existence of) of very being of the 
target or the object. From this perspective does 
not matter what is hatred on a person or a group 
(e.g. ethnicity, race, class, nationality, religion, 
gender, sexual orientation, disability, political or 
other thinking), if hate aims at a very being of a 
person or a group. We suppose that 
methodologically reasonable is create a 
"general" concepts of hatred, e.g. "annihilate a 
person" (and its definitional content: ethnicity, 
race, class, nationality, religion, gender, sexual 
orientation, disability, political or other thinking). 
Moreover, the reason why it is necessary to 
extend the IHRA definition is that it does not 
contain a reference to activities such as BDS 
Movement.



DEFINITION CODE
(IHRA01) Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the 

name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion. Regime of specific 
behaviour (e.g., violence): aggression, (verbal) attacks, insults, 

dehumanization, discrimination, persecution, which already show the features 
of a comprehensive anti-Jewish doctrine.

person

(IHRA02) Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical 
allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, 
especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of 
Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.
(IHRA03) Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined 

wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts 
committed by non-Jews.

Regime of the group exclusion and segregation.

group

Boycotts are facilitated by urging the public to avoid purchasing goods made 
by Israeli companies, divestment by urging banks, pension funds, international 
companies, etc. to stop doing business in Israel, and sanctions by pressuring 

governments to end military trade and free-trade agreements with Israel. (e.g., 
The Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement (BDS)).

In the case of this type of anti-Semitism, it does not matter whether the 
services, products or organization are actually owned by Israeli companies. (In 

the case of Slovakia, for example, company ESET).

organization

(IHRA07) Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by 
claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavour.

(IHRA09) Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the 
Nazis.

(IHRA10) Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of 
Israel.

state

(IHRA06) Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the 
alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations. nation

Attacks and destruction of Jewish building, school, museum, synagogues, 
cemeteries, etcetera. property

Accusing Jews, that through lying, deception, "parasitism," materialism, usury, 
world finances, free market, cosmopolitanism, globalization, liberalism, 

pacifism, human rights or open society, sought to gain control of the world and 
thus destroy the "national cultures."

idea

(IHRA08) Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism 
(e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or 

Israelis.
As for the concept of anti-Judaism, it is about creating a negative image and 
rejecting Jews through theological-religious arguments, because the basis of 

 anti-Judaism is aversion (resistance) to Judaism. 

religion

(IHRA04) Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or 
intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National 
Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II 

(the Holocaust). (Holocaust denial)
(IHRA05) Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or 

exaggerating the Holocaust.

memory



NO Anti-semitic expression English translation Description of the statement 

1 Sorošova štetka Soros's whore
A designation of a person who is 
allegedly controlled by George 
Soros. 

2 Sorošova bábka Soros's  pupet
A designation of a person who is 
allegedly controlled or manipulated 
by George Soros. 

3 Sorošova nevesta Soros's bride

A designation of a person who is 
somehow related with George 
Soros or comes from the same 
bloodline as the one of George 
Soros. 

4 Sorošova šéfka Soros's boss
A designation of a person who is 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
George Soros. 

5 Sorošova ovca Soros's "sheep"
An insidious designation of a 
person who is allegedly controlled 
by George Soros. 



6 Sorošova liberálka Soros's liberal

A designation of a person who is 
allegedly paid by George Soros 
with the aim to destroy Slovak 
"national "culture by the idea of 
„liberalism“ (as a "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, 
multiculturalism,  gender equality, 
pro-choice abortion movement, 
support of LBGT movement, 
"inviting" migrants (in order to 
“Muslimise” Europe).

7 Sorošove decko Soros's child

A designation of a person who is 
somehow related with George 
Soros or comes from the same 
bloodline as the one of George 
Soros. 

8 Sorošov produkt Soros's product
A designation of a person who is 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
George Soros. 

9 Sorošova pracovníčka  Soros's worker
A designation of a person who is 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
George Soros. 

10
Proti národná hyena, ktorá 
slúži Knesetu, nie 
(Slovenskému) národu

anti-national hyena that 
serves the Knesset not the 
(Slovak) nation

An insidious and dehumanizing 
antisemitic swear phrase. A person 
is not defending the "Slovak nation" 
but is paid by "Jews" (Knesset) to 
defend the "Jewish interest".



11 Sorosov trójsky kôn  Soros's trojan horse

A designation of a person who is 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
George Soros. This sentence 
should evoke a perception not to 
trust this person.

12 Židovka Jewess

A contemptuous term used to refer 
to a person of an alleged Jewish 
"origin". It can be based on both 
the motives of hatred and 
traditional stereotypes of 
antisemitism.

13 Miss Soros Miss Soros 
A designation of a person who is 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
George Soros. 

14 Krava ktorá patrí k Sorosovi The Cow owned by Soros
An insidious designation of a 
person who is allegedly controlled 
or paid by George Soros. 



15 Sorošovci Soros's people

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).

16 Soroščatá Soros's babies

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).



17 Sorosove deti Soros's children

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).

18 Sorošove nadácie Soros´s  foundations

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).



19 Sorošovský odpad Soros's  trash

An insidious and dehumanizing 
designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
George Soros to destroy 
Christianity or local "national 
culture " or nations ("Soros is 
planning a genocide of Slavs.") or 
Slovakia ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Soros's people". 
These persons are often from non-
governmental organisations and 
they are a secret voice of "Jewish" 
powers.

20 Sorošova mafia Soros's  mafia

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).



21 Sorošove bábky Soros's puppets

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).

22 Sorošove chápadlá Tentacles of Soros

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).



23 Sorošove ovce Soros´s sheeps

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
"weapons "of these people are the 
ideas of liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).

24 Sorošove slniečka Soros's sunshines 

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).



25 Sorošváby Soros's cockroaches 

An insidious and dehumanizing 
designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).

26 Sorošovi parazity Soros's parasites

An insidious and dehumanizing 
designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).



27 Sorošovi skorumpovaní 
kriminálnici Soros's corrupted criminals

An insidious designation of people 
who are allegedly controlled or paid 
by "Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).

28 Sorošova armáda Soros's army

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).



29 Open Society Foundation Open Society Foundation

A manifestation of the myth that 
Jews (in this case Soros) control  
institutions (in this case Open 
Society Foundation). The primary 
"weapons "of the OSF are the 
ideas of liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (in 
order to “Muslimise” Europe).

30 Sorošove zvrátenosti Soros's perversions

A statement which expresses a 
wide range of "threats" that Soros 
is trying to enforce in Slovakia: 
destroying Slovak "national "culture 
by the ideas of liberalism (as an 
"Jewish invention"): globalization, 
gender equality, pro-choice 
abortion movement, support of 
LGBT movement, "inviting" 
migrants (in order to “Muslimise” 
Europe).

31 Sorošov plán Soros´s plan

A statement which expresses a 
wide range of "threats" that Soros 
is trying to enforce in Slovakia: 
destroying Slovak "national "culture 
by the ideas of liberalism (as an 
"Jewish invention"): globalization, 
gender equality, pro-choice 
abortion movement, support of 
LGBT movement, "inviting" 
migrants (in order to “Muslimise” 
Europe).

32 Liberálny fašizmus Georga 
Sorosa

Liberal fascism of George 
Soros

A statement which expresses a 
wide range of "threats" that Soros 
is trying to enforce in Slovakia: 
destroying Slovak "national "culture 
by the ideas of liberalism (as an 
"Jewish invention"): globalization, 
gender equality, pro-choice 
abortion movement, support of 
LGBT movement, "inviting" 
migrants (in order to “Muslimise” 
Europe).



33 Hydra Sorosova Soros´s Hydra 

A dehumanizing statement which 
expresses a wide range of "threats" 
that Soros is trying to enforce in 
Slovakia: destroying Slovak 
"national "culture by the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (in 
order to “Muslimise” Europe).

34 Soroš hádže hlasovacie 
lístky do urien   

Soros throws ballots in the 
ballot box   

Manifestation of the myth about the 
Jews controlling the world. An 
example of conspiratorial 
antisemitism in which "Jews" 
influence ballots without ordinary 
(Slovak) people having a chance to 
influence it.

35 Soros si kúpil tieto voľby Soros bought this election 

Manifestation of the myth about the 
Jews controlling the world. An 
example of conspiratorial 
antisemitism in which "Jews" 
influence ballots without ordinary 
(Slovak) people having a chance to 
influence it.

36 Soros organizuje celu vladu Soros organizes the entire 
government

Manifestation  of the myth about 
the Jews controlling the world. An 
example of conspiratorial 
antisemitism in which "Jews" 
influence ballots without ordinary 
(Slovak) people having a chance to 
influence it.

37 Špinavé Judášske doláre Dirty Judas dollars

This statement is an example of 
Christian anti-Judaism, according 
to which Judas betrayed Jesus to 
the Sanhedrin in exchange for thirty 
pieces of silver. According to that 
statement, Zuzana Čaputová, as 
"Judas", betrayed Slovakia 
("Christ") for money from Soros 
("Sanhedrin ").



38 30 strieborných od Soroša 30 silver coins from Soros

This statement is an example of 
Christian anti-Judaism, according 
to which Judas betrayed Jesus to 
the Sanhedrin in exchange for thirty 
pieces of silver. According to that 
statement, Zuzana Čaputová, as 
"Judas", betrayed Slovakia 
("Christ") for money from Soros 
("Sanhedrin ").

39 Sorošky Soros's money    

"Soros's money" is an example of 
antisemitism in the form that a 
person working in an NGO or other 
"non-productive sector" lives only 
with the money of "Jew-Soros" who 
have thus gained control of the 
person, and the person no longer 
defends the interests of their "own 
nation", but  the "Jewish" one 
(Soros).

40 Dom Rothschild Rothschild 's House

Designation of a person that is 
allegedly controlled by Rothschild 
family. "Rothschild 's House" is an 
example of antisemitism in the form 
that a person working in an NGO or 
other "non-productive sector" lives 
only with the money of "Jew-
Rothschild" who have thus gained 
control of the person, and the 
person no longer defends the 
interests of their "own nation", but  
the "Jewish" one(Rotschild).

41 Nazvime Žida Židom Let's call a Jew a Jew

This type of an antisemitic 
statement is disguised as a 
"statement of truth": what is wrong 
with calling someone a "Jew"? The 
problem is that the designated 
person does not have to consider 
himself a Jew, nor does he have 
the citizenship of the state of Israel. 
This statement reveals an arbitrary 
and false attribution of Jewish 
identity to a certain person.

42 Musíte milovať židov You must love Jews

This type of an antisemitic 
statement tries to suggest that the 
"power of the Jews" is so massive 
that it is not possible to say 
something critical about "them", 
ergo "you must love them". 



43
(Židia) nevedia rozprávať 
o ničom inom, len 
o holokauste

(Jews) cannot talk about 
anything else but the 
Holocaust

Manifestation of an opinion that 
Jews are exaggerating the 
Holocaust.

44

Miluj blížneho svojho 
neplatí pre ženy, čiernych, 
Židov, homosexuálov, ľudí s 
iným názorom

Love your neighbour does 
not apply to women, blacks, 
Jews, homosexuals, people 
with different opinions, etc.

Misleading, antisemitic and 
dehumanizing interpretation of 
"Christianity".

45 Zapredaný ESET Sold out ESET

Some of the members of this 
company support politicians, which 
are often accused of being either 
"Jewish" themselves or defending 
interests of "Jews" (Soros). For this 
reason, ESET (a Slovak internet 
security company) is considered to 
be a "Trojan horse" of "Jews" 
(especially Soros) and the way how 
"Jews" gain influence and power in 
Slovakia.

46 Proamerická softvérova 
firma

Proamerican software 
company 

Some of the members of this 
company support politicians, which 
are often accused of being either 
"Jewish" themselves or defending 
interests of "Jews" (Soros). For this 
reason, ESET (a Slovak internet 
security company) is considered to 
be a "Trojan horse" of "Jews" 
(especially Soros) and the way how 
"Jews" gain influence and power in 
Slovakia.

47 Eset Soros Washington  Eset Soros Washington   

Some of the members of this 
company support politicians, which 
are often accused of being either 
"Jewish" themselves or defending 
interests of "Jews" (Soros). For this 
reason, ESET (a Slovak internet 
security company) is considered to 
be a "Trojan horse" of "Jews" 
(especially Soros) and the way how 
"Jews" gain influence and power in 
Slovakia.



48 Podvod ESETU    Esets fraud

Some of the members of this 
company support politicians, which 
are often accused of being either 
"Jewish" themselves or defending 
interests of "Jews" (Soros). For this 
reason, ESET (a Slovak internet 
security company) is considered to 
be a "Trojan horse" of "Jews" 
(especially Soros) and the way how 
"Jews" gain influence and power in 
Slovakia.

49 Mafia Soroša a ESETU  Mafia of Soros and ESET

Some of the members of this 
company support politicians, which 
are often accused of being either 
"Jewish" themselves or defending 
interests of "Jews" (Soros). For this 
reason, ESET (a Slovak internet 
security company) is considered to 
be a "Trojan horse" of "Jews" 
(especially Soros) and the way how 
"Jews" gain influence and power in 
Slovakia.

50
Tá hnusná hyena čo svojimi 
špinavými peniazmi 
rozoštváva celú Európu

That ugly hyena, which tears 
the whole of Europe with its 
dirty money

Insidious and dehumanizing 
antisemitic swear phrase. 
Statement about "the character" of 
George Soros. 

51 Izraelsko- americký produkt Israeli-American product

During the presidential campaign in 
Slovakia (2019), Zuzana Čaputová, 
an activist from a NGO, ran for the 
the President. Her activities in the 
NGO were understood in an 
antisemitic way as being paid by 
"Israel" (=USA).

52 Žid nie je verný nijakému 
inému národu ako svojmu 

The Jew is not faithful to any 
other nation than their own 

A statement which attributed 
"Jewish origin" to both candidates 
in the second round of the 
presidential election.

53 Holokaust si spôsobili židia 
sami.

The Holocaust was caused 
by Jews themselves

A manifestation of an opinion that 
Jews are exaggerating the 
Holocaust. A sophisticated version 
of antisemitism which does not 
deny the existence of the 
Holocaust, but attributes it to the 
"Jews" themselves.



54 Americká kolónia American colony

In this case, the term "Jew/Jews" is 
synonymous with the USA, 
America, Washington, US 
Embassy. But these designations 
express a common "code" which 
represents globalization and 
liberalism as a threat to the nation, 
with the aim to exterminate the 
Slovak nation.

55 Sluhovia Židov Servants of Jews

A designation of people who are 
allegedly controlled or paid by 
"Jews" to destroy Christianity or 
local "national culture " or nations 
themselves (Jews are planning a 
genocide of Slavs.) or Slovakia as 
a whole ("betrayal of the state").  
All political changes in Slovakia are 
controlled by "the Jews". The 
people behind this should usually 
be from non-governmental 
organisations and they are a secret 
voice of "Jewish" powers and 
interests without ordinary Slovak 
people having a chance to 
influence it. The "weapons "of 
these people are the ideas of 
liberalism (as an "Jewish 
invention"): globalization, gender 
equality, pro-choice abortion 
movement, support of LGBT 
movement, "inviting" migrants (to 
“Muslimise” Europe).

56 Eset je nový Soros Eset is the New Soros

Some of the members of this 
company support politicians, which 
are often accused of being either 
"Jewish" themselves or defending 
interests of "Jews" (Soros). For this 
reason, ESET (a Slovak internet 
security company) is considered to 
be a "Trojan horse" of "Jews" 
(especially Soros) and the way how 
"Jews" gain influence and power in 
Slovakia.



57 USA sú noví židia US are the New Jews

In this case, the term "Jew/Jews" is 
synonymous with the USA, 
America, Washington, US 
Embassy. But these designations 
express a common "code" which 
represents globalization and 
liberalism as a threat to the nation, 
with the aim to exterminate the 
Slovak nation.

58 Proamericikí pro-atlantické 
posluhovači

Pro-American and pro-
Atlantic minions

In this case, the term "Jew/Jews" is 
synonymous with the USA and 
NATO. But these designations 
express a common "code" which 
represents globalization and 
liberalism as a threat to the nation, 
with the aim to exterminate the 
Slovak nation.

59 Americká ambasáda US Embassy

In this case, the term "Jew/Jews" is 
synonymous with the US Embassy. 
But these designations express a 
common "code" which represents 
globalization and liberalism as a 
threat to the nation, with the aim to 
exterminate the Slovak nation.

60 Dedo Soros a jeho kamoši z 
Washingtonu

Grandpa Soros and his 
friends from Washington 

In this case, the term "Jew/Jews" is 
synonymous with the US capital 
and Soros. But these designations 
express a common "code" which 
represents globalization and 
liberalism as a threat to the nation, 
with the aim to exterminate the 
Slovak nation.

61 Soros + Brusel Soros + Brussels

Soros + Brussels is a "code" for the 
promotion of "Western Jewish 
values" (legalization of the same 
sex marriages, globalization, 
gender equality, pro-choice 
abortion movements, support of 
LGBT movement, "inviting" 
migrants (“Muslimise” Europe).), 
which will lead to the destruction of 
the "Slovak nation".



62 Soros + Merkel Soros + Merkel

Soros + Merkel is a "code" for the 
promotion of "Western Jewish 
values" (legalization of the same 
sex marriages, globalization, 
gender equality, pro-choice 
abortion movements, support of 
LGBT movement, "inviting" 
migrants (“Muslimise” Europe).), 
which will lead to the destruction of 
the "Slovak nation".

63 Sorošova vyškolená 
neomarxistka Soros' trained neo-Marxist

This statement represents a classic 
antisemitic "myth" about the 
"Jewish Bolshevik conspiracy." 
Manifestation of the conspiracy 
theory of Jewish Communism 
alleges that Jews have dominated 
the Communist movements in the 
world, control the world politics 
even until today. 

64 Sorošov sväzák Soros communist comrade

This statement represents a classic 
antisemitic "myth" about the 
"Jewish Bolshevik conspiracy." 
Manifestation of the conspiracy 
theory of Jewish Communism 
alleges that Jews have dominated 
the Communist movements in the 
world, control the world politics 
even until today. 

65 Ruskožidovský začiatok Russian-Jewish beginning 

This statement represents a classic 
antisemitic "myth" about the 
"Jewish Bolshevik conspiracy." 
Manifestation of the conspiracy 
theory of Jewish Communism 
alleges that Jews have dominated 
the Communist movements in the 
world, control the world politics 
even until today. 

66 Lenin Soros Lenin Soros

This statement represents a classic 
antisemitic "myth" about the 
"Jewish Bolshevik conspiracy." 
Manifestation of the conspiracy 
theory of Jewish Communism 
alleges that Jews have dominated 
the Communist movements in the 
world, and control the world politics 
even until today. 



67

Elity satanistov, ktoré riadia 
celý svet, umelo vytvorili 
podvodom genocídami štáty 
USA, Izrael, Austrália

The elites of Satanists who 
rule the whole world 
established by genocide the 
states of the USA, Israel, 
Australia 

An example of abominable 
conspiratorial antisemitism in which 
"Satanists" created "Jews" (Israel) 
by the genocide."Jews" as well as 
the state of Israel are therefore 
immoral and corrupt.

68 sionistické tajné služby 
zosnovali vraždu

the Zionist secret services 
plotted the murder

.An example of abominable 
conspiratorial antisemitism in which 
"Jews" ("Zionist") control the world 
(politics) by killing "inappropriate" 
people. 

69 Satanisti najali platených 
vrahov z MOSADU

Satanists have hired paid 
assassins from MOSAD

An example of abominable 
conspiratorial antisemitism in which 
"Satanists" "hired" "immoral" 
"MOSAD" (Jews) to control the 
world (politics) by killing 
"inappropriate" people. 

70
Rotschildovci, Rockefelovci, 
Bushovci, Kisinger, 
Clintonovci sú satanisti

Rothschilds, Rockefellers, 
Bushes, Kissinger, Clintons 
are Satanists

An example of abominable 
conspiratorial antisemitism in which 
"Jews" (=Rothschilds, Rockefellers, 
Kissinger, Clintons") are indentifind 
as "Satanists" (=meaning they are  
"immoral people").

71  Vo vláde máme satanistov 
a chazarskú mafiu 

We have Satanist and the 
Khazar mafia in the 
government.

An example of abominable 
conspiratorial antisemitism in which 
"Jews" (="Khazar") are identified as 
"Satanists" (=meaning they are 
"immoral people") and they control 
the world.

72

Poznáme len 3 rasy, 
europoidnú, negroidnú a 
mongoloidnú. Židia nie sú 
rasa

We know only 3 races, 
Europoid, Negroid and 
Mongoloid. Jews are not a 
race.

The statement is an example of 
Nazi racial antisemitism, although it 
incorrectly cites the Nazi typology 
of races. Nazi "theories" divide 
people into races, considering 
"Jews" not to be a race, but a 
"racial group," or "bastards," and 
therefore people without ethics, 
morals, and character.

73

História je úplne prekrútená 
víťazmi a Chazarmi. 
Neobhajujem žiadny režim, 
ale o Tretej ríši vieme iba lži 
a rozprávky o 6 miliónoch a 
mydlách zo Židov. O 
Hitlerovi sa učia samé 
klamstvá.

"History is completely twisted 
by the victors and the 
Khazars. I am not advocating 
any regime, but we only 
know lies and  fairy tales 
about 6 million Jews and 
soaps made from Jews. Only 
lies are taught about Hitler. "

Denying the fact, scope, 
mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) 
or intentionality of the Holocaust.



74 Židia boli prisťahovalci, ktorí 
ničili Nemecko.

The Jews were immigrants 
who destroyed Germany.

Manifestation of the myth that Jews 
are controlling the world. 

75
Možno sme sa stali 
rukojemníkmi židovského 
sveta.

"Maybe we've become 
hostages of the Jewish 
world."

Manifestation of the myth that Jews 
are controlling the world. 

76 Rozsudok nevyniesol súd, 
ale židovská obec.

The verdict was not handed 
down by the court, but by the 
Jewish community.

Manifestation of the myth that Jews 
are controlling local and national 
economy, politics and other 
institutions (in this case "judges").

77 jude tw média Jewish media

Manifestation of the myth that Jews 
are controlling local and national 
economy, politics and other 
institutions (in this case the media).



Understanding of the context
Categorisation of the anti-Semitic 
expresssion according to the anti-

Semitic categorisation

Categorisation of the anti-
Semitic expresssion 

according to our working 
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Slovakia (2019), Zuzana Čaputová - an 
activist from a NGO - ran for the 
President. Her activities in the NGO 
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been paid by a billionaire investor and 
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presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).
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A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019) and during the For a Decent 
Slovakia protests (2020).
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presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019) and during the For a Decent 
Slovakia protests (2020).
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presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).
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A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).
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The designation of Zuzana Čaputová, a 
presidential candidate of the Slovak 
presidential elections 2019.
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The designation of Zuzana Čaputová, a 
presidential candidate of the Slovak 
presidential elections 2019.

IHRA08 person / religion

A statement which appeared the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019), and during the presidential 
elections in Slovakia (2019).

IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / idea

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019), and during the presidential 
elections in Slovakia (2019).
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A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).
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A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).

IHRA01 / IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / group / idea



A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).

IHRA05 memory

This opinion appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019) which Zuzana Čaputová, a 
woman, ran for and subsequently won.

IHRA01 person / group

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).

organisation

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).
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(2019).
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A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).

organisation

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).

pesron / organisation

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).

IHRA01 / IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / group / idea

The designation of Zuzana Čaputová, a 
presidential candidate of the Slovak 
presidential elections 2019.

IHRA01 / IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / group / idea

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).

IHRA06 people

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).

IHRA04 / IHRA05 memory



A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019). All of these designations were 
used against the presidential candidate 
Zuzana Čaputová and her team, or her 
supporters. 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 group / idea

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).

IHRA02 / IHRA03 group / idea

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019). All of these designations were 
used against the presidential candidate 
Zuzana Čaputová and her team, or her 
supporters. 

organisation



A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019). All of these designations were 
used against the presidential candidate 
Zuzana Čaputová and her team, or her 
supporters. 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 group / idea

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019). All of these designations were 
used against the presidential candidate 
Zuzana Čaputová and her team, or her 
supporters. 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 group / idea

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019). All of these designations were 
used against the presidential candidate 
Zuzana Čaputová and her team, or her 
supporters. 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 group / idea

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019). All of these designations were 
used against the presidential candidate 
Zuzana Čaputová and her team, or her 
supporters. 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / group / idea

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019). 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / group / idea



A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019). 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / group / idea

The designation of Zuzana Čaputová, a 
presidential candidate of the Slovak 
presidential elections 2019.

IHRA01 / IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / group / idea

The designation of Maroš Šefčovič, a 
presidential candidate of the Slovak 
presidential elections 2019.

IHRA01 / IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / group / idea

The designation of Maroš Šefčovič, a 
presidential candidate of the Slovak 
presidential elections 2019.

IHRA01 / IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / group / idea

The designation of Maroš Šefčovič, a 
candidate for the post of the President, 
during the presidential elections in 
Slovakia (2019). 

IHRA01 / IHRA02 / IHRA03 person / group / idea



Statements which appeared during the 
For a Decent Slovakia protests (2020) 
after the murder of a Slovak journalist 
and his fiancée. 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 /  IHRA07 /  IHRA08 /  
IHRA09 group / state / idea / religion

Statements which appeared during the 
For a Decent Slovakia protests (2020) 
after the murder of a Slovak journalist 
and his fiancée. 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 /  IHRA07 /  IHRA08 /  
IHRA09 group / state / idea / religion

Statements which appeared during the 
For a Decent Slovakia protests (2020) 
after the murder of a Slovak journalist 
and his fiancée. 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 /  IHRA07 /  IHRA08 /  
IHRA09 group / state / idea / religion

Statements which appeared during the 
For a Decent Slovakia protests (2020) 
after the murder of a Slovak journalist 
and his fiancée. 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 /  IHRA07 /  IHRA08 /  
IHRA09 group / state / idea / religion

Statements which appeared during the 
For a Decent Slovakia protests (2020) 
after the murder of a Slovak journalist 
and his fiancée. 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 /  IHRA07 /  IHRA08 /  
IHRA09 group / state / idea / religion

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019). 

IHRA02 / IHRA03 group

A statement which appeared on the 
Facebook profile of the member of a 
fascist political party (People's Party - 
Our Slovakia)

IHRA04 / IHRA05 memory



A statement which appeared on the 
Facebook profile of the member of a 
fascist political party (People's Party - 
Our Slovakia)

IHRA02 / IHRA03 group

A statement which appeared on the 
Facebook profile of the member of a 
fascist political party (People's Party - 
Our Slovakia)

IHRA02 / IHRA03 group

A statement which appeared on the 
Facebook profile of the member of a 
fascist political party (People's Party - 
Our Slovakia). In 2019, Milan Mazurek, 
a member of a fascist political party 
(People's Party - Our Slovakia) was 
found guilty for his racist speech which 
was broadcasted on a radio.

IHRA02 / IHRA03 group

A statement which appeared during the 
presidential campaign in Slovakia 
(2019).

IHRA02 / IHRA03 group
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Contemporary examples
Calling for, aiding or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or extremist 
religious views.

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the 
power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish 
conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other social institutions.
Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single 
Jewish person or a group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.
Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish 
people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War 
II (the Holocaust).
Accusing the Jews as people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.
Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than 
to the interests of their own nations.
Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g. by claiming that the existence of a State 
of Israel is a racist endeavor.
Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g. claims of Jews killing Jesus or 
blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.
Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.



CODE

IHRA01

IHRA02

IHRA03

IHRA04

IHRA05

IHRA06

IHRA07

IHRA08

IHRA9
IHRA10



NO CATEGORY

1 a person (Annihilate: attempt to annul the existence of a (real or
alleged) Jew)

2 a group (Annihilate: attempt to annul the existence of (real or
alleged) Jews)

3 an organization (Annihilate: attempt to annul the existence of real
Jewish or alleged Jewish organizations)

4 a state (Annihilate: attempt to annul the existence of Israel)

5 a people (Annihilate: attempt to annul the existence of nation)

6 a property (Annihilate: attempt to annul the existence of Jewish
property)

7 an idea (Annihilate: attempt to annul the existence of ideas
allegedly attributed to the Jews as their "invention")

8 a religion (Annihilate: attempt to annul the existence of Judaism)

9 a memory (nnihilate: attempt to annul the existence of memory)



BASIS: Our definitions claim that the key signs of hate (hatred) is 
the annihilation (attempt to annul the existence of) of very being of 
the target or the object. From this perspective does not matter what 
is hatred on a person or a group (e.g. ethnicity, race, class, 
nationality, religion, gender, sexual orientation, disability, political 
or other thinking), if hate aims at a very being of a person or a 
group. We suppose that methodologically reasonable is create a 
"general" concepts of hatred, e.g. "annihilate a person" (and its 
definitional content: ethnicity, race, class, nationality, religion, 
gender, sexual orientation, disability, political or other thinking). 
Moreover, the reason why it is necessary to extend the IHRA 
definition is that it does not contain a reference to activities such as 
BDS Movement.



DEFINITION CODE
(IHRA01) Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the 
name of a radical ideology or extremist religious views. Regime of specific 

behaviour (e.g., violence): aggression, (verbal) attacks, insults, 
dehumanization, discrimination, persecution, which already show the features 

of a comprehensive anti-Jewish doctrine.

person

(IHRA02) Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical 
allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, 
especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of 
Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.
(IHRA03) Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined 

wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts 
committed by non-Jews.

Regime of the group exclusion and segregation.

group

Boycotts are facilitated by urging the public to avoid purchasing goods made 
by Israeli companies, divestment by urging banks, pension funds, international 
companies, etc. to stop doing business in Israel, and sanctions by pressuring 

governments to end military trade and free-trade agreements with Israel. (e.g., 
The Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement (BDS)).

In the case of this type of anti-Semitism, it does not matter whether the 
services, products or organization are actually owned by Israeli companies. (In 

the case of Slovakia, for example, company ESET).

organization

(IHRA07) Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g. by 
claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavour.

(IHRA09) Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the 
Nazis.

(IHRA10) Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of 
Israel.

state

(IHRA06) Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the 
alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations. people

Attacks and destruction of Jewish buildings, schools, museums, synagogues, 
cemeteries, etc. property

Accusing Jews, that through lying, deception, "parasitism," materialism, usury, 
world finances, free market, cosmopolitanism, globalization, liberalism, 

pacifism, human rights or open society, sought to gain control of the world and 
thus destroy the "national cultures."

idea

(IHRA08) Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism 
(e.g. claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or 

Israelis.
As for the concept of anti-Judaism, it is about creating a negative image and 
rejecting Jews through theological-religious arguments, because the basis of 

anti-Judaism is aversion (resistance) to Judaism. This also includes traditional 
stereotypes associated with anti-Judaism (e.g. "greed", "avarice", "usury", etc.).

religion

(IHRA04) Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or 
intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National 
Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II 

(the Holocaust). (Holocaust denial)
(IHRA05) Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or 

exaggerating the Holocaust.

memory



NO

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8
9
10



Contemporary examples
Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an 
extremist view of religion.

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the 
power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish 
conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.
Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single 
Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.
Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish 
people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War 
II (the Holocaust).
Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.
Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than 
to the interests of their own nations.
Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State 
of Israel is a racist endeavor.
Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or 
blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
As for the concept of anti-Judaism, it is about creating a negative image and rejecting Jews through 
theological-religious arguments, because the basis of anti-Judaism is aversion (resistance) to Judaism. 
This also includes traditional stereotypes associated with anti-Judaism (eg "greed", "avarice", "usury", 
etc.).
Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.
Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.



CODE

IHRA01

IHRA02

IHRA03

IHRA04

IHRA05

IHRA06

IHRA07

IHRA08

IHRA9
IHRA10



Anti-semitic expression

Gój
Zsidi

A tudjuk kik

Sorosbérenc

Horgasorrú
nagypofájú kereskedő

A gojok tudják

Gedvaj

Zsidaj
Fösvény
Judapest

Zsidó uzsorabanktöke

Tetücsúszdás

Kohn &Grün

Kamukauszt

Alljuda
Mischling

Rassenschande

Stück

Unzuverlässige Elemente

Untermensch
Bankrendszer urai

Nagytőkések

A világ irányítói

A háttérhatalom



Bibsi vagy!

A Holokausztot a zsidók találták ki

Nagy orrú, göndör hajú

A zsidók felelősek a háborúkért

A világ urai

Sárga csillagosok

Alábbvaló faj

Irigy, mint egy zsidó

Pénzéhes, mint egy zsidó

Kapitalizmus okozói

Menjetek vissza Izraelbe
Judaisták

Mindig csak a Messiást várják

Nem vagytok keresztények

Mindenről a zsidók tehetnek

Mocskos zsidók

A zsidók kapzsik

A Rothschild család irányítja a világot

Akkora az orrod, mint a Bazilika kilincs

Biboldó

Holokamu

Zsidóbérenc

Sájgec
Kaftános-pajeszos-kalapos zsidó
Szakállas zsidó



English translation Categorisation of the anti-
Semitic expresssion 
according to IHRA

Jew
Jew

the you know who

Soros's hireling IHRA02

Hooked nose

Antisemitic meme, 'smirking merchant'

Antisemitic cartoon/meme 'the goyim knows'

Jew
Jew
Miser, cheapskate

Jewish Budapest

Literally "Jewish usury bank capital"
IHRA02

Literally "lice sliders"

Jewish last names commonly used in Jewish jokes

A term to indicate holocaust denial (roughly translates to "fakecaust" IHRA04, IHRA05

The "international Jewish community"  (Nazi Germany) IHRA06

A person of partially Jewish origins, half-breed (Nazi Germany) IHRA01

Racial disgrace (Nazi Germany) IHRA01

Jew (Nazi Germany) IHRA01

Unreliable items,  (Nazi Germany) IHRA01
Subhuman (Nazi Germany) IHRA01

The controllers of the bank sector IHRA02

Big Capitalists (as in: they own capital) IHRA02

The controllers of the world IHRA02

They are the invisible power (literally, background power) IHRA02



You are Jewish!

The Holocaust was invented by the Jewish IHRA05

They have big noise and curly hair

The jews are responsible for the wars IHRA02

They are the rulers of the world IHRA03

The yellow starred (meaning: those who had to wear the yellow star)

The Jewish race is inferior to other races IHRA01

Jealous, like a jew

Craves money, like a jew

Capitalism was caused by the Jews IHRA02

Go back to Israel IHRA10

Judaists

They are always waiting for the Messiah

You are not Christian

The Jews are to blame for everything IHRA02

Dirty jews

Jews are greedy

The Rothschild family controls the world IHRA02

Your noise is as big as the door handle of Basilica (of Budapest)

Jew

Holocaust never happened, it's false IHRA04, IHRA05

Jewish concubine

non-Jewish (used for Jews)
Jew with a caftan/ sidelocks/ hat
Bearded Jew



Categorisation of the 
anti-Semitic expresssion 
according to Comance

Understanding of the context Description of the statement

person a heber word for "people' used in the Bible
person An old nickname for "Jew"

person
The pro-government press often refers in 
this way to the "enemy" who control from 

the background

person, organization
Fidesz's communication: Those who oppose 
Stop Soros (former poster campaign), are 

Soros's hireling

person An old reference to the physical apperance 

person

A common meme reference to the fact that 
some jews are merchants in the XVI-XIV 
centuries

person
A common meme reference to the jews who 
"knows everything"

person Modern slang phrase to the Jews
person A nickname of the term "Jew"
person A reference to an old Jewish stereotype

group

In 2018, László Bíró, the 
Jobbik's candidate of the Borsod 

by-elections, said this to 
Budapest Refers that Budapest is a jewish city

organization, idea Spread after the financial crisis 
in 2008

 reinforcing the stereotype of Jewish greed 
and propensity to engage in shady monetary 
transactions

person

In 2018, László Bíró described 
the Israeli capital investing in 

Hungary in this way

 referring to the typical slidelocks worn by 
Jewish men (term "coined" by far-right 
politician László Bíró)

person There are a lot of jewish jokes 
with thes names These are typical names of Jewish people

idea Some people believe that the 
Holokaust never happened

Gergely Kulcsár, representative of Jobbik, 
wrote in a letter about what would happen in 
Parliament if the "kamukauszt" (fakecaust) 

had to be remembered
group, idea

person

person

person

group
person It meant German / Aryan superiority

person
suggests that Jews control the banking 
sector

organization, group, idea
Suggests that jews have a lot of money, 
they can buy everything

organization, group, idea
It sais that they have so much power that 
they can control the word politics

organization, group, idea
It sais that we can not see, but they already 
control the world

The hungarian neo-nazis reuse old nazi 
phrases

Some people believe that all of 
the Jewish people are rich, 

powerfull, can control the world

In the past Jews were called by 
such names

György Soros, as a man of 
background power according to 
Hungarian goverment, Jewish 

bussinesman, supports political 
internal affairs with money

They are based on stereotypes 
of appearance and property

Common jew nicknames

Used by the Nazi Germans (the 
Hungarian neo-nazis uses these 

terms nowdays as well



person In the past Jews were called by 
such names An old nickname for "Jew"

idea Some people believe that the 
Holokaust never happened Holocaust negationist think so

person It is based on stereotype of 
Jewish

An old reference to the physical apperance 
of  jews

idea It also suggests that they contol the word, 
but also that they cause the wars by nature

idea Mysterious families who rule over us: 
Rothschild, for example

group The yellow star was the 
distinguishing sign to the Jews

Hitler invented in 1941 that all Jewish 
people must wear it

idea
The Nazis thought this of the 

Jews Says that they are not humans by nature

person
Based on an old jewish stereotype, that 
Jews are miser

person
Based on an old jewish stereotype, that 
Jews are miser

idea The term is used by the far-right 
and far-left 

Capitalism allowed a sphere of competition, 
the Jews wanted it because they had great 

influence
People Commonly said insult Israel is the home country of Jews

religion
It is based on the contrary of the 
religions Judaism is the religion of the Jews

religion It is based on the contrary of the 
religions

the Messiah, according to the Jewish 
people, will be their savior

religion It is based on the contrary of the 
religions

The Christian religion also believes in a god 
like the Jewish religion

idea

Some people believe that all of 
the Jewish people are rich, 
powerfull, can control the world

We should blame the jews for everthing, 
because they cause the wars, control the 
wrod stc.

person A common insult for Jews
In a Pride parade, dirty gays-dirty Jews 

chanted rigm by far-right protesters
idea Common sayings, parables A reference to an old Jewish stereotype

idea, organization

Rothschild family was a rich, 
Jewish big family, many 

conspiracy theories circulate 
about them

It sais that they have so much power that 
they can control the word politics, Rothchild 
is the symbol of Jews

person Common sayings, parables
The door handle of Basilica is big… a 
reference to the size of the nose of the jews

person

It was in a woody allen film, 
after that it was a commonly 
used word slang, mocking name with gypsy origin

idea
Some people believe that the 

Holokaust never happened
the kuruc.info website has a separate 
section with this name

person

the Jewish people are hired by a 
power

Gergely Kulcsár, representative of Jobbik, 
wrote in a letter in which he used this term 

for certain political groups in Parliament

person
a swear word used for Jews that 

denies their Judaism Loanword in hungarian language

person
In 2018, István Vágó, politician 
of DK wrote in an essay that he 

Based on streotypical beliefs about the 
appearance of religious Jews

person
Based on streotypical beliefs about the 
appearance of religious Jews

Some people believe that all of 
the Jewish people are rich, 

powerfull, can control the world

Common sayings, parables



NO CATEGORY

1 a person (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of a (real or alleged) Jew)

2 a group (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of (real or alleged) Jews)

3
an organization (Annihilate: attempt to annul
the existence of real Jewish or alleged Jewish
organizations)

4 a state (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of Israel)

5 People (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of nation)

6 a property (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of Jewish property)

7
an idea (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of ideas allegedly attributed to the
Jews as their "invention")

8 a religion (Annihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of Judaism)

9 a memory (nnihilate: attempt to annul the
existence of memory)



BASIS: Our definitions claim that the key signs 
of hate (hatred) is the annihilation (attempt to 
annul the existence of) of very being of the 
target or the object. From this perspective does 
not matter what is hatred on a person or a group 
(e.g. ethnicity, race, class, nationality, religion, 
gender, sexual orientation, disability, political or 
other thinking), if hate aims at a very being of a 
person or a group. We suppose that 
methodologically reasonable is create a 
"general" concepts of hatred, e.g. "annihilate a 
person" (and its definitional content: ethnicity, 
race, class, nationality, religion, gender, sexual 
orientation, disability, political or other thinking). 
Moreover, the reason why it is necessary to 
extend the IHRA definition is that it does not 
contain a reference to activities such as BDS 
Movement.



DEFINITION CODE
(IHRA01) Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the 

name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion. Regime of specific 
behaviour (e.g., violence): aggression, (verbal) attacks, insults, 

dehumanization, discrimination, persecution, which already show the features 
of a comprehensive anti-Jewish doctrine.

person

(IHRA02) Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical 
allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, 
especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of 
Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.
(IHRA03) Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined 

wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts 
committed by non-Jews.

Regime of the group exclusion and segregation.

group

Boycotts are facilitated by urging the public to avoid purchasing goods made 
by Israeli companies, divestment by urging banks, pension funds, international 
companies, etc. to stop doing business in Israel, and sanctions by pressuring 

governments to end military trade and free-trade agreements with Israel. (e.g., 
The Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement (BDS)).

In the case of this type of anti-Semitism, it does not matter whether the 
services, products or organization are actually owned by Israeli companies. (In 

the case of Slovakia, for example, company ESET).

organization

(IHRA07) Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by 
claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavour.

(IHRA09) Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the 
Nazis.

(IHRA10) Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of 
Israel.

state

(IHRA06) Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the 
alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations. People

Attacks and destruction of Jewish building, school, museum, synagogues, 
cemeteries, etcetera. property

Accusing Jews, that through lying, deception, "parasitism," materialism, usury, 
world finances, free market, cosmopolitanism, globalization, liberalism, 

pacifism, human rights or open society, sought to gain control of the world and 
thus destroy the "national cultures."

idea

(IHRA08) Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism 
(e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or 

Israelis.
As for the concept of anti-Judaism, it is about creating a negative image and 
rejecting Jews through theological-religious arguments, because the basis of 

 anti-Judaism is aversion (resistance) to Judaism. 

religion

(IHRA04) Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or 
intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National 
Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II 

(the Holocaust). (Holocaust denial)
(IHRA05) Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or 

exaggerating the Holocaust.

memory



No. Anti-Semitic claim English translation

1 kacapy bez napletka stupid people without foreskin

2 za kasę Żydzi sobie dadzą pejsy zgolić
for the money, the Jews will give themselves a 
shave for their peyes

3
czyżby nazizm wśród pejsatych? Kto sieje wiatr, 
ten zbiera burzę

Is it Nazism among the peyes-people? Whoever 
sows the wind is gathering the storm

4

No niestety, Żydy to grupa uprzywilejowana w 
tym kraju, będącym pod kontrolą garbatych 
nosów

Unfortunately, the Jews are a privileged group in 
this country, under the control of hunchbacked 
noses.

5
rozpanoszyli się po całym świecie jak stonka, a 
do tego są roszczeniowi jak mało kto

they are scattered all over the world like a 
beetle, they are demanding like no one other

6 żydy/żydki Jews (in a negative way)

7 nie będzie Żyd pluł nam w twarz the Jew won't spit in our face

8

wygląda na to, że Żydzi zaczną pisać historię na 
nowo i udowadniać, że Hitler był Polakiem, 
kasa robi swoje, dostali od Niemców i 
zapomnieli kto wróg, a kto przyjaciel, 
antypolonizm i prowokacja

it seems that the Jews will start writing history 
anew and prove that Hitler was a Pole, the 
money is doing its job, they got it from the 
Germans and forgot who the enemy and who 
the friend, anti-Polonism and provocation

9 parch Jew in a negative way

10 zaraza żydowska the Jewish plague

11 pejsaty person with peyes (in a negative way)

12

Żydów nigdzie nie lubią, kogo nie zapytasz (…) 
rzadko ktoś ich lubi, każdy kojarzy ich z 
chciwością

Jews are not liked, anywhere you would ask (...) 
rarely do anyone like them, everyone associates 
them with greed

13

co zrobi Żyd za kasę? Wywyższy oprawców i ich 
pomagierów, a poniży ofiary, łącznie z ofiarami 
żydowskimi

what will a Jew do for money? He will exalt the 
tormentors and their helpers, and humble the 
victims, including the Jewish victims

14 żydokomuna Judeo-communism



15
nie kupujmy towarów izraelskich, kod kreskowy 
zaczyna się na 729

let's not buy Israeli goods, the barcode starts at 
729

16
w tej awanturze chodzi głównie o kasę, marki 
się skończyły, to trzeba szukać innych źródeł

This dispute is mainly about money, the Marks 
are over, you have to look for other sources.

17

Żydzi bezczelnie kłamali już w dniu wyzwolenia 
obozów przez aliantów, celowo uogólniając 
sprawię i mówiąc, że tylko Żydzi tam byli

The Jews brazenly lied already on the day of the 
liberation of the camps by the Allies, 
deliberately generalising the cause and saying 
that only Jews were there

18
żadnych rozmów z gangsterami chcącymi 
zagarnąć polską własność

no conversations with gangsters who want to 
grab Polish property

19 Polska pod rządami i wpływami Żydów Poland under the rule and influence of the Jews

20
40 mln bezrozumnych Polaczków będzie 
tańczyło jak im zagra Jerozolima

40 million of unreasonable Polish people will be 
dancing as will play Jerusalem

21 lizanie dupy żydowskim chamom kissing Jewish boors' asses

22

Żydzi zaoferowali swoje doświadczenie w 
biznesie i bardzo dobrze wykształconych 
członków diaspory, którzy po osiedleniu się w 
Polsce mogliby pokierować Polakami, aby 
zbudować silniejszą Polskę

The Jews offered their experience in business 
and very well educated members of the 
diaspora, who after settling in Poland could lead 
the Poles to build a stronger Poland

23

tak się kończy, gdy się pomaga Żydom, plują ci 
w twarz i atakują nasz kraj, najlepiej okazać im 
taką samą gościnę, jak oni nam

this is how it ends when you help the Jews, spit 
in your face and attack our country, it is best to 
show them the same hospitality as they give us

24
chamstwo, po cholerę było ich ratować, teraz 
mamy podziękowanie!

rudeness, to hell with saving them, now we have 
our thanks!

25

patałachy, chcą na całym świecie uchodzić za 
ofiary, a fakt, że sami siebie sprzedawali i 
wydawali nazistom oraz współpracowali z nimi 
w mordowaniu swoich, nie jest im na rękę

they want to be seen as victims, but the fact is 
that they sold and gave themselves to the Nazis 
and cooperated with them in the murder of 
their own  it is not in their favor.

26
jakiej narodowości byli Żydzi, którzy ginęli w 
obozach? Polskiej czy Izraelskiej?

what nationality were the Jews who died in the 
camps? Polish or Israeli?

27 Żydzi myślą, że są wyjątkowi przez Holocaust
Jews think that they are unique because of the 
Holocaust

28

Izraelowi nie przeszkadzają swastyki malowane 
przez ich obywateli i promujące faszyzm (…) 
zwalą na palestyńskich bandytów ze strefy 
Gazy, spokojnie

Israel does not mind swastikas painted by their 
citizens and promoting fascism (...) they will lay 
down on Palestinian bandits from the Gaza Strip, 
easily

29

Tak się stęsknili za faszystami, na ich 
ambasadzie w Polsce powinni namalować sierp 
i młot!

They missed the fascists so much, they should 
paint a sickle and hammer on their embassy in 
Poland!

30

teraz działa korporacja biznesowa Holocaust 
założona przez World Jewish Association. 
Bywam często w Izraelu i wiem, na czym ten 
interes bazuje

now runs the Holocaust business corporation 
founded by the World Jewish Association. I 
often visit Israel and know what this business is 
based on.



31

Panie Boże, zrób porządek proszę z 
wybrańcami. Jeden już taki był, co próbował, to 
skończył na desce

God, please do the tidying up with the chosen 
ones. One was already like that, what he tried, 
he ended up on a board

32
ale co wy chcecie od narodu, który ukrzyżował 
Pana Jezusa

but what do you want from the people who 
crucified the Lord Jesus

33
naród wybrany, ale nietykalny, który zabija i 
prześladuje Palestyńczyków (…) naród szatana

a chosen but untouchable nation that kills and 
persecutes Palestinians (...) a nation of Satan

34 naród wybrany, wiecznie poszkodowany a chosen people, eternally harmed

35

naród wybrany stał się plugawym wężem 
niegodnym Bożej łaski, wręcz można by ich 
podejrzewać o pakt w diabłem

the chosen people have become a vile snake 
unworthy of God's grace, they might even be 
suspected of a pact with the devil

36

to państwo powstało dopiero po II wojnie 
światowej poszerzając swoje granice przez 
ograbienie Palestyńczyków z ich ziem

this state was only created after the Second 
World War, expanding its borders by robbing 
Palestinians of their lands

37
Izrael do dziś nie przeprosił na słowa Natanjahu 
i Katza

Israel has not yet apologized to the words of 
Natanjahu and Katz

38

zawiesić stosunki dyplomatyczne z tym 
państwem, zmaknąć konsulat, z rasistami się 
nie powinno przyjaźnić

suspend diplomatic relations with this country, 
close the consulate, should not be friendship 
with racists

39 Izrael + Putin i Polska przestaje istnieć na mapie
Israel + Putin and Poland stops existing on the 
map

40
pewnie ta fundacja to jakaś putinowska 
wydmuszka pod szyldem Izraela

probably this foundation is some kind of Putin's 
blowjob under the sign of Israel.

41
ma w domu Żydówkę, zna sposób 
postępowania tej nacji

he has a Jewish girl at home, he knows the 
way this nation is behaving.

42 Andrzej Juda Krul Polin Andrzej Juda King of Polin

43
przepraszam wszystkich Żydów, że jestem 
Polakiem i nadal żyję

I apologize to all the Jews that I am Polish and 
still alive



44

a kiedy to Izrael zapłaci wreszcie 
odszkodowania za bilety kolejowe? Tyle lat po 
Europie za darmo na gapę jeździli

And when will Israel finally pay the 
compensation for train tickets? So many years in 
Europe they have been strolling around for free

45
Polacy kłaniali się w pas Żydom, jacy to oni byli 
prześladowani podczas wojny

The Poles were lying in the waist to the Jews, 
who were persecuted during the war.



Description of the statement
Understanding of the 

context

Categorization of 
the Anti-Semitic 

claim according to 
IHRA

Categorization of 
the anti-Semitic 

claim according to 
Comance

'kacap' is a word to name somebody who 
is not smart, also in a negative way about 
Russian people

foreskin is a symbol of a 
typical Jew IHRA01 person

Jews are so mean, that they will give 
you everything, even the most 
important thing in their lives

peyes are also symbol of 
a typical Jew IHRA02 group

there's a suggestion that Jews 
provoke negative situations

peyes are also symbol of 
a typical Jew; Jews can 
be named as 'pejsaci', 
what means that they 
are people who have 
peyes IHRA09 state

This is conspiracy theory which claims 
that Jews controll Polish policy

hunchbacked nose is 
also a symbol of a typical 
Jew IHRA02 group

Jews are like insects; moreover they feel 
special despite this fact

a comparison to the 
beetle is a symbol of 
contempt IHRA03 group

in Polish language there are some words 
to name the Jew but in an inappropiate 
and negative way

This is specification of 
Polish language IHRA01 person

Jews treat Poles in a negative way

it is reference to the 
Polish national patriotic 
song where we can find 
words 'the German 
won't spit in our face' IHRA03 group

Jews don't like Poles and they want to 
make historical narrative comfortable for 
them, they don't care about the truth

There's a general 
problem - Poland is 
being permanently 
accused of responsibility 
for WW II IHRA03/02 group

in Polish language there are some words 
to name the Jew but in an inappropiate 
and negative way

parch' means mycotic 
plant disease IHRA01 person

This claim concerns Jews as a group
Jews are shown as 
disease or insects IHRA01 person

in Polish language there are some words 
to name the Jew but in an inappropiate 
and negative way

definition of a Jew due 
to his image IHRA01 person

The author claims that Jews are 
unlikeable around the world and this is an 
universal value

This is not only Polish 
claim that Jews are not 
likeable IHRA02 group

Classical conspiracy theory which claims 
that Jews love money

It is reference to the 
WWII happenings IHRA02 group

This is suggestion that there's a group of 
Jewish communists in Poland who still 
have power and influence on government

it is reference to the 
period of communism in 
Poland IHRA03 group



The author wants to ban Israel in every 
dimension of life

it is a form of revenge 
for Jewish inappropriate 
behavior IHRA10 state

Marks are past German currency

is a reference to the 
payed cooperation with 
Nazi Germany IHRA02 group

Jews are liars and they lie to achieve 
better position in the society

It is reference to the 
WWII happenings IHRA03 group

Jews want to take over the property that 
does not belong to them

this statement is 
according to the case of 
the returning Jewish 
property after WW II in 
Poland and contected 
with this issue American 
447 Act IHRA02 group

Classical conspiracy theory about the 
power and influence

Jews are people who 
really govern Poland IHRA02 group

Classical conspiracy theory about the 
power and influence

It is a symptom of 
contempt towards Poles IHRA10 state

personal insult

to kiss somebody's ass 
means trying to be 
noticed and exalted IHRA01 person

Classical conspiracy theory about the 
power and influence

Jews are people who 
really govern Poland IHRA02 group

Someone regrets the fact of rescuing 
Jews during WW II

this is reference to the 
rescuing process 
during WW II

Someone regrets the fact of rescuing 
Jews during WW II

this is reference to the 
rescuing process during 
WW II

Jews not only want to be seen as victims 
but they collaborated with Nazis

It is a reference to the 
scale of the Holocaust IHRA09 state

It is undermining the sens of Israel state 
existence

It is a reference to the 
WW II happenings IHRA07 state

Jews want to have special position in the 
society

It is a reference to the 
WW II happenings IHRA05 memory

Jews are irrespective for Palestinians and 
they 'miss' facism times

There's shown a relation 
between past and 
present IHRA09 state

A suggestion that Israel is a communist 
state

There's shown a relation 
between past and 
present IHRA09 state

Classical conspiracy theory about finances

Jews create unreal 
institutions to achieve 
more money IHRA02 group



It is some kind of negative wish towards 
Jews

The one mentioned in 
the sentence is actually 
Jesus - a borad is a 
synonim of the Cross IHRA01 person

It is irony. Jews should be written off It is religious context IHRA08 religion
Jews use their 'chosen' position to 
persecute Palestinians and to avoid the 
punishment

It is relation between 
past and present IHRA08 religion

Jews see themselves as chosen nation 
and they use it to be seen as victims

in Polish version of this 
claim there's visible 
irony, which is not so 
visible in the translation

Jews should not be treated as chosen 
ones because it's a deal with devil

It is reference to the 
Catholic religion and the 
Holy Bible IHRA08 religion

It is undermining the sens of Israel state 
existence

It is a reference to the 
Israel-Palestinian conflict IHRA07 state

Jews seen themselves as untouchable. 
Israeli politicians can say anything and 
there are no consequences.

it is reference to the 
words announced by 
Israeli politicians that 
'Poles sucked out anti-
Semitism with breast 
milk' IHRA10 state

The author wants to ban Israel in every 
dimension of life

It is a reference to the 
current diplomatic 
relations between 
Poland and Israel IHRA10 state

Classical conspiracy theory about the 
power and influence

Israel permanently 
wants to undermine 
Poland in the 
cooperation with any 
country or politician IHRA03 group

Classical conspiracy theory about the 
financial power

this claim is aimed at 
Foundation which 
organizes celebration in 
Yad Vashem IHRA02 group

this statement is aimed on President of 
Poland Andrzej Duda and his wife

President's wife is 
named Agata 
Kornhauser-Duda and 
has Jewish origin IHRA03 group

in Polish version of this statement the 
word 'krul' is intentionally written 
wrongly with an orthographic mistake, it 
should be 'król'

using 'krul' instead of 
'król' is intentional and 
the aim is to decrease 
President's image IHRA02 group

Jews want to be the most important 
nation in the world, the rest of them is 
not necessary

this is an example of the 
pure irony IHRA03 group



It can be understood as undermining the 
Holocaust

it is a reference to the 
process of locating Jews 
and other nationalities in 
concentration camps 
during WW II, they were 
transported mainly by 
railway around the 
whole Europe IHRA04 memory

Jews always wanted to be on the top in 
the society, and it's not true that they 
were persecuted during the WW II

in Polish version of this 
claim is visible irony, 
which is not so visible in 
the translation; the irony 
concerns harassment of 
the Jews during WW II IHRA04 memory
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